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CHAPTER 1 

Living Liberation in Sailkara and Classical Advaita: 
Sharing the Holy Waiting of God 

Lance E. Nelson 

Introduction 

I experience the non-dual [Reality as clearly] as a bilva fruit on the palm 
of my hand: I see my body as the cast-off skin of a snake. Though lappear 
as if living, my attainment of the supreme goal is incontestable.' 

In this passage, the eleventh-century Advaitin, Sarvajnatrnan, describes his 
experience of living liberation, or jivanmukti. Although not all Hindus 
agree, most followers of Advaita (non-dualist) Vedanta accept this state as a 
real possibility and hold its attainment to be a primary goal of spiritual 
practice. The idea of living liberation suggests that an embodied human 
being' can live in a state somehow beyond ordinary phenomenal limita
tions. We shall see that the creators of the classical Advaita tradition' were 
equivocal on the question of whether living liberation is total liberation. 
Still, there can be no doubt that this idea is among the most important 
and most distinctive contributions India has made to world spirituality. 
Adumbrated in the Upan~ds, it found its first formal articulation in the 
Buddhist concept of NirvaJ)i "with residual conditions" (saupiid~-nib
bana), the state enjoyed by the liberated "worthy one" (arhat) prior to 
death. In recent times modem, Western-educated Vedantins have cited liv
ing liberation as an important argument for the superiority of the Hindu 
non-dualist vision over Western religion. Radhakrishnan, for example, ar
gues that jivanmukti offers the fulfillment of religious aspiration as "an 
experience of the present, not a prophecy of the future."' The notion sug
gests a bold alternative to the idea of salvation as a goal to be attained 
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beyond death. It holds out the prospect-intriguing to modem minds
that we need not abandon life to live its final truth. 

The Hindu ideal of jivanmulcti is important both anthropologically 
and theologically. It speaks, of course, of the potential of the human, but it 
may also reveal something of the nature of the divine. Here, I take inspira
tion from one of Mircea Eliade's many discerning remarks about Indian 
thought. The liberated saint establishes, he tells us, "a new and paradoxical 
mode of being-consciousness of freedom, . . . which exists [otherwise] 
only in the Supreme Being, iSvara.'1S The parallel drawn here between the 
liberated sage and the divine is important, though the Advaita tradition 
itself does not make much of it. I wish, in this chapter, to underline the 
importance of this parallel. Further, I want to suggest how a hermeneutic 
of living liberation based on the Advaitic understanding of God can illu
mine, reciprocally, both concepts:jivanmulcti and iSvara. 

A good portion of this chapter will be devoted to conceptual ground
work. I will describe in some detail Advaita's concept of liberation (mulcti, 
mo~a) and the assumptions that give it its particular form. I will also 
outline key moments in the history of the development of the non-dualist 
idea of living liberation. Without denying the profound significance of 
Advaita's thought on this subject, I will nevertheless show that, because of 
its deep-rooted bias against the phenomenal world, the tradition's accep
tance ofjivanmulcti is not entirely wholehearted. In particular, I will dem
onstrate that in Advaita neither the sage who lives liberation nor perhaps 
even iSvara himself, who "lives" liberation on a cosmic scale, are as fully 
free as modem interpreters have held. 

Since I confine my attention here to classical Advaita, my primary 
source will be Sailkara (eighth century), the founding teacher (dcarga) 
and foremost authority of the tradition.6 But I will also draw upon the 
work of other early Advaitins and certain later followers of SaI'lkara. Many 
of the latter found the concept of jivanmulcti problematic; some rejected it 
outright. The difficulties they had justifying the idea will lead us into a 
consideration of the relation between the saint "liberated while living" 
Uivanmulcta) and God. 

About the moral dimensions of living liberation, SaI'lkara says very 
little. He does suggest that the jivanmulcta has compassion and concern 
for others, that he is childlike, unostentatious, retiring, and detached, and 
that he works for the well-being of the wider community.7 Otherwise, SaI'l
kara simply assumes that conventional brahminical ethical standards apply 
here as elsewhere. Space being limited, therefore, I will ignore the ethics 
of jivanmulcti and focus on its metaphysical foundations. 
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Liberation in Sailkara's Thought 

Sar'lkara defines liberation in the abstract terms of ontology. It is, he 
says, "absolute, unchangingly eternal, all-pervading like space, devoid of 
all modifications, ever content, partless, self-luminous by nature, a state in 
which exist neither good, evil, nor their effects, neither past, present, nor 
future." As such, it is no different from the supreme Reality, Brahman.8 

Indeed, Sankara tells us that liberation simply is Brahman.9 He links this 
abstract truth, however, with an existential counterpart, the well-known 
Upani~dic experience of Brahman as the true Self (Atman) within each 
person. Liberation-identical with ultimate Being-is also the interior re
ality that transcends and yet supports the phenomenal individual. In San
kara's words, "mo~a is the true nature of the Self, like heat of fire."lo 

It follows from this that liberation is not something that can be 
brought into existence, as if it were a product of action (sadhya). Nor is it 
something that can be acquired (anapya). Rather the opposite is true: it 
has no beginning (anarabhya), and it is eternal (nitya). Being our very 
Self, it is eternally accomplished (nitya-siddha) , eternally attained (nit
yiipta).11 Ontologically speaking, we are always liberated. 

Gauc,tapada expresses this idea hyperbolically. From the standpoint of 
the highest Truth, he proclaims, there is no bondage, no seeker of libera
tion, and no one who is liberated.12 His point is that we should not think of 
liberation as a process or as an attainment newly accomplished in time. 
Although it may appear otherwise, mulcti is in truth an atemporal state 
that has always been ours. \'acaspati Misra uses milder but still somewhat 
paradoxical language to drive the same point home: "On the removal of 
that [ignorance], the blissful nature, though attained [eternally], becomes 
attained, as if it were not attained [already]. Grief, misery, etc., though 
abandoned [eternally], become abandoned, as if they were not abandoned 
[already]."13 

To speak of attaining liberation is, therefore, figurative-accurate 
only from the epistemological point of view. The human experience of 
bondage-our sense of not being liberated-is a problem of our not being 
aware of what we already have. Advaita traces this unawareness to spiritual 
ignorance (avidya), under which the individual self Viva) has been labor
ing for an eternity of past time. Thejiva may, however, gain awareness of 
its true nature as Brahman at any moment through scripturally mediated 
knowledge (jrit'ina). Because ignorance is the source of our bondage, 
knowledge-not works, faith, or moral improvement-is the means of 
awakening to liberation. We are told: "Only through knowledge of Truth 
can liberation be realized."14 The valorization of gnosis is, when Sankara 
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follows his highest vision, radical: Brahman-knowledge is the necessary 
and sufficient condition of mulcti, which depends on no other factor. 

From this perspective, the rise of knowledge, the destruction of igno
rance, and the realization of liberation occur simultaneously. There is not 
the slightest delay between the cause and its final effect. He writes: "The 
scriptures, teaching that liberation occurs immediately upon knowledge of 
Brahman, deny any interval in which action is to be performed. "15 Glossing 
Bhagavad Gild (BhG) 13.30, Sankara says, "When-at which time-he 
sees the separate state of beings abiding in the one Self, . . . then-at that 
very time-he attains Brahman, he becomes Brahman. "II One who real
izes the Atman, we are told, "is liberated, even without wishing for it. "17 

Sankara insists in more than one passage that Brahman-knowledge, 
once attained, is completely-and permanently-effective in removing ig
norance and granting liberation. He tells us that neither liberation nor the 
knowledge that leads to it admit any degrees or gradations: 

There cannot be in knowledge any distinction characterized by superi
ority as opposed to inferiority, because that which is inferior is not 
knowledge at all, and only that which is superior is knowledge. Therefore, 
in knowledge there can be only the distinction of having arisen earlier as 
opposed to later. But in liberation itself no distinction whatever is possi
ble." 

From this point of view liberation is an absolute state, realized either com
pletely and permanently or not at all. There should be no need for it to be 
deepened, stabilized, or preserved through meditation or other yogic disci
plines." Says Sankara: "Refinement is not possible by adding anything to 
it, for liberation is of the nature of Brahman, whose pre-eminence cannot 
be added to. Nor can it be improved by removing some defect, for libera
tion is of the nature of Brahman, which is eternally pure.''20 

Living Liberation 

It is a fundamental premise of Advaita that the entire universe, in
cluding the body and mind associated with the jiva, is a phenomenal real
ity having its source in ignorance (avidyd). The question, then, arises: In 
what sense can ordinary experience persist after avidyd has been removed 
by knowledge? Is not the Advaitin compelled to hold that the empirical 
world-and the body-mind of the liberated individual as well-must van
ish simultaneously with the destruction of its cause? If so, liberation would 
seem to entail literal and immediate disembodiment. 

Sankara in many instances speaks as if this were the case. "Knowl-
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edge," he tells us, "arises of itself and cancels ignorance, and on account of 
that, this entire world of names and forms together with its inhabitants, 
which had been superimposed by ignorance, vanishes away like the world 
of a dream."21 Again: "In the supreme state (paramdrthdvasthti), all empir
ical experience is absent (sarva-vyavahdrtibhdva).'''D. Sailkara's disciple 
SureSvara tells us that the awakened one sees nothing but the Self: guru, 
scriptures, and individual existence have vanished (NS·4.37). 

Nevertheless, there is a strong tradition-originating in scripture and 
elaborated by the teachers of Advaita-that liberation is a state that can be 
lived in this human body. To be sure, the ancient scriptures do not use the 
technical term jivanmukti, popular in the later tradition. Sankara himself 
uses it once only, in the past participle form Uivanmukta). He comments 
on BhG 6.27: "Having become Brahman, he is liberated while living. "23 In 
Sankara's mind, therefore, jivanmukti has not yet become a technical 
term. Nevertheless the concept, if not the term itself, is present in Sankara 
and his scriptural sources-in their discussion of liberation and especially 
in their insistence on the radical sufficiency of knowledge to grant access 
to that state.24 

B~haddraTJyaka Upan4ad (Bl/) 4.4.14, for example, declares: ''Verily, 
even here (iharoa) we may know this."25 At 3.8.10, the same text states that 
the one who leaves this world without knowing Brahman is pitiable. Truth 
is attained by those who know Brahman in this world (iha), according to 
Kena Upan4ad 2.5, but "great loss" accrues to those who do not so know. 
"He attains Brahman here (afra brahma samaSnute)," says Ka{ha Upa
n4ad (Ka{ha) 2.3.14. Aitareya Upan4ad 2.1.5-6 reports that Vamadeva 
realized the Self while still in his mother's womb, and the tradition knows 
him as having subsequently lived a productive life as the seer of the fourth 
book of the /?g Veda. 26 

Bhagavad Gita 5.28 tells us that the ascetic who has controlled his 
senses and attained identity with Brahman is eternally liberated (sada 
mukta eva). This is possible, we read at 5.23, "prior to release from the 
body (prak sarira-vimo~aTJtit)." The text advocates the realization of Self 
as non-doer-a state tantamount to liberation-as a prerequisite for its 
ideal of detached participation in the world. The essential teaching of the 
Gild, in fact, turns on the premise that the enlightened Self will remain 
free no matter how vigorously the body engages in works. Sankara, in his 
commentary (BhG5), stresses that the sage must renounce action because 
of its incompatibility withjfuina. Nevertheless, he accepts the Gild's mes
sage that such renunciation is not merely or even necessarily physical: 
"[The Brahman-knower] does nothing whatever, though engaged in ac
tion, because he has realized the Self, which is actionless. "27 This realiza
tion is equivalent to mukt;: 
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The ascetic who, . . . before undertaking action, has realized his self as 
Brahman, the actionless, inner Self that dwells in all, ... acting only for 
the maintenance of the body, abiding in knowledge, is liberated (mucg
ate) . ... Because all his actions are burnt in the fire of knowledge, he is 
liberated without any obstacle (apratibandhena mucgate eva).-

The teacher of the Gila insists that work for the welfare of the world is 
compatible with Self-knowledge. Sankara agrees (BhcS 3.25, 4.20). 

The Brahma Sutra (BS) at 3.4.51 teaches the possibility of attaining 
knowledge in this life (aihikam). At 4.1.13 it declares, in the spirit of the 
Gila, that action does not cling to the realized sage. Sankara indicates that 
this is because the knower (jfuinin) has realized that the Self is not the 
agent of action. BS 3.3.32 teaches that certain realized saints may do more 
than merely remain alive. If God has given them a special office or mission 
(adhikdra), they may retain their individuality after death and even return 
to earth to do good works by taking on additional bodies. In his commen
tary (BSS), Sankara explains: "We see from the epics and PuJiI:tas that 
some, though knowing Brahman, attained new bodies.''29 

Sankara many times repeats this idea-that liberation is possible 
here, in this life. The great Vedantic saying "That thou art," he tells us, 
refers to a condition of identity with Brahman that already exists. We 
should not interpret it to mean, "That thou wilt become after death. "30 

M~qaka Upan4ad (Mull) 3.2.9 proclaims, "He who knows Brahman be
comes Brahman."3' Sankara comments that this occurs "in this world ... 
even while alive (loke ... jivarm eva)." Elsewhere he teaches: "Being 
Brahman, they attain the bliss of Brahman-i.e., liberation-here, even 
while living (iha jivarm eva).''3Z 

Under BS 1.1.4, Sankara speaks of molqa as "unembodiedness" (aJa
riratva),33 drawing on the Upani~dic notion that the Self is eternally un
embodied (aJarira).34 He explains that our identification with the body and 
its correlates is an adventitious superimposition that ceases upon Brah
man-realization. But he by no means wants to suggest liberation requires 
literal disembodiment. While embodiedness is caused by false knowledge 
(milhyajiidna), the unembodiedness-and, by definition, the liberation
of the Self is an eternal reality (aSarira/vanJ nitgam). "Therefore," he con
cludes, "since embodiedness is a result of a false perception, the knower 
(vidvdn) is unembodied, even while living Uivalo 'pi).''35 

To support this thesis, Sankara quotes BU 4.4.7. This is perhaps the 
most important proof text for the idea of living liberation. The verse de
clares: "He attains Brahman even here (atra brahma samainule)." In his 
commentary on the Upani~ (BUS), Sankara glosses this sentence: "He 
attains Brahman, identity with Brahman, i.e., liberation, living in this very 
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body. Hence liberation does not require such things as going to another 
place.''36 The Upani~d continues: "As the cast-off skin of a snake lies on an 
anthill, dead, abandoned, even so lies this body. Then one is disembodied 
(aSarira), immortal.'1J7 In juxtaposition with the first part of the passage, 
Sailkara takes this as showing the attitude of complete detachment a liber
ated sage (vidvQn mukt~) has toward his body. When the snake casts off 
its old skin, it no longer regards the skin as part of itself. Similarly, the 
consciousness of the liberated saint is no longer identified with its former 
physical instrument. The body, says Sankara, lies "as if dead (mr:tam iva)." 
The Self realizes it is not, has never been, and never will be associated with 
any corporeal frame. It thus becomes effectively disembodied, hence liber
ated, even though the physical organism may continue to function.3I Else
where Sankara declares: "The embodiedness of the Self is simply a matter 
of non-discrimination; its disembodiedness, of discrimination." In support, 
he quotes Ka(ha 1.2.22, "bodiless, though in bodies," and BhG 13.31, "Al
though dwelling in a body, [the Self] neither acts nor becomes contami
nated."39 

From its inception, then, the Sailkara tradition is able to assert that 
the presence or absence of embodiment is not the defining feature of liber
ation. On this argument, the critical factor is not literal freedom from the 
body-that would make jivanmukti impossible. What is required is rather 
a figurative disembodiedness, the transcendence of bodily consciousness, 
the destruction of the unenlightened identification with the psycho-physi
cal organism. This the mukta may achieve while living. 

Yacaspati Misra (tenth century) states this understanding succinctly: 
"If being embodied were real, it could not cease during life; it is, however, 
caused by illusory knowledge, and that can be removed by the rise of true 
knowledge even during life Vivatap;)." Unembodiedness, he reminds us, is 
the Selfs very nature. So it is a condition impossible for the Self ever to 
have lost. 40 

Bharatitirtha-VidyaraJ)ya (fourteenth century)" recognizes the ulti
mate irrelevance to liberation of the presence or absence of the body at 
PaiicadaSi (PD) 2.103-104. He urges us there not to take BhG 2.72 too 
literally when it suggests that one attains to Brahman "at the last moment 
(anta-kale)." Interpreting the phrase from a radical Advaitic perspective, 
he proclaims that the last moment is not the time of death but the point at 
which one realizes the truth of non-duality. For the realized saint, actual 
death then becomes insignificant: "Let him give up his life while healthy 
and seated, or diseased and rolling on the ground, or even unconscious. 
He is not affected by illusion in any way."42 What the mukta has realized, 
and has become, remains unchanged. 

Later Advaita distinguishes between living liberation and disembodied 
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liberation (videhamuleti) , which the liberated sage is said to attain at 
death. Sankara does use the term "isolation" (kaivalya) to designate the 
situation that obtains after the muleta's body has ceased to function. I will 
say more about this idea further on. But Sankara does not, so far as I can 
determine, use the term videhamuleti.43 To the extent that one accepts the 
characterization of mo~ given above, it is hard to see how there can be 
any real change after death in the essential nature of the liberation already 
attained during life. Any suggestion that videhamuleti is a soteriological 
advance over jivanmukti would weaken Advaita's professed non-dualism, 
implying a more realistic conception of embodiment than the strict Advai
ta gnosis-orientation allows." For one who is already liberated, Sankara 
declares, "there is no further liberation to be accomplished."45 We have just 
seen how, from this point of view, even the embodied knower of Brahman 
has realized the unembodiedness of the Self. Death itself then ought to be 
negligible, bringing no greater freedom. Sankara can wax emphatic on this 
idea: "For the knower who dies there is no change of condition-no state 
different from that experienced while living. There is just no further em
bodiment."46 Whatever change it may entail in the realm of appearance, 
death cannot, as long as ;nana has the potency Sankara here ascribes to it, 
bring any higher degree of liberation. 

TlVannJUkti: Difficult to Justify but Necessary for Salvation 

Advaitins have found, however, that it is one thing to extoljivanmuleti 
but another to work out a theoretical justification for it. The difficulty, of 
course, is that the body, mind, and activity of the jivanmuleta are held to 
be products of avidyd. But avidyd is supposed to be destroyed by the 
knowledge that allows the sage to realize liberation. Living liberation is 
therefore a paradoxical-and, according to some, contradictory-notion. 
It implies the co-existence of two incompatible principles-namely, 
knowledge and ignorance, with the former held sufficient to completely 
abolish the latter. 

Seeing no way out of this dilemma, some Advaitins have felt obliged 
to concede that jivanmuleti is indeed an impossibility. This is especially 
true of the proponents of the "one-soul theory" (eka-jiva-vdda). These rad
ical non-dualists teach a kind of solipsistic idealism of only one jiva. 
Therefore, they reject the idea of jivanmuleti outright as pointless. Since 
there is only one experiencer, what would be the purpose, after it is liber
ated, of the continuation of body or world? The whole business vanishes 
instantly. This is one form of the doctrine of "immediate liberation" 
(sadyomuleti), to be discussed below. PrakaSananda (early sixteenth cen-
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tury), the most well-known exponent of this way of thinking, argues exten
sively against the mainstream Advaitic conception of living liberation. He 
asserts that Vedic texts teaching jivanmuJcti are only commendatory 
(artha-vdda). Their purpose is to inspire the aspirant to study Vedinta. 
He argues that the liberated preceptors of Advaita, however useful for 
the seeker, are in actuality false appearances. Given the absence of proof, 
he declares, the universal acceptance of living liberation is but blind tradi
tion.47 

The ekajivavddins' suggestion that the teachers of Vedanta are mere 
fabrications of ignorance is a necessary corollary of their doctrine that 
there is only onejiva. This teaching is, however, a clear attempt to avoid 
the demands of a well-established Advaitic tradition, one that is embarrass
ing to both the ekajivavddins' solipsistic position and their teaching that 
only immediate, disembodied liberation is possible. Brahman knowledge, 
mainstream Advaitins have always agreed, can be acquired only with the 
aid of a teacher who has himself realized Brahman. 

MuU 1.2.12 states that one desirous of knowledge should approach a 
teacher who is learned in the scriptures and established in Brahman 
(brahma-n4~ha). Ka~ha 1.2.8 reads, following Sankara: "When taught by 
an inferior, it cannot be truly understood .... Unless taught by one who 
has attained identity, there is no way to it."" Chandogya Upan4ad (Chl!) 
6.14.2 declares, "a person having a teacher knows (dcdryavdn p~o 
veda)." Sailkara suggests that, if the body falls immediately at the time of 
the rise of knowledge, there can be no qualified teacher, and this dictum of 
$ruti would be meaningless (ChU8 6.14.2). According to BhG 4.34, knowl
edge is to be imparted by "knowers who have realized the Truth (jiianinas 
tattva-darSinal1)." Sankara comments: "Only knowledge taught by those 
who have true knowledge is effective, no other."49 We must, says the PD, 
receive instruction from teachers who know the Truth (dcdrydt tattva
dariindt). Sages such as Yajfiavalkya, this text reminds us, were well 
known for their teaching. Without the notion of jivanmuJcti, we could not 
explain such actions (pD 1.32, 7.184). The continuity of the Advaita tradi
tion thus depends on the existence of a lineage of realized teachers. "If the 
body of one who has seen the truth (dt:~(a-tattva) falls immediately," ar
gues Vimuktatman (tenth century), "there will be no liberation, for there 
will be no preceptor and, consequently, no acquisition of knowledge.''50 

Sankara's Justifications of Living Liberation 

As a Vedantin, Sar'lkara is first and foremost an exegete of the Vedic 
revelation. His most important justification of living liberation consists, 
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therefore, in appeals to the authority of scripture. In the Upani~ds he 
finds ample support for his concept of a radical gnosis that, once attained, 
is capable of granting liberation irrespective of empirical conditions. He 
pulls concepts and images from the texts and holds them before us as 
truths garnered from revelation. We have seen many examples of this 
strategy already, perhaps the most striking being the paradoxical metaphor 
of "embodied un embodiment" derived from the BU and the Katha. 

Sailkara also appeals to the evidence of post-Vedic script~re (smr:ti). 
He refers especially to the Gita's teaching on the sage of steady wisdom 
(sthita-prajria), whom he regards as an example of one liberated in the 
body.51 But at least in one passage he seems to think the truth of embodied 
Brahman-knowledge is more a matter of direct apprehension than a ques
tion open to theoretical proof or disproof. In an unusual appeal to the 
authority of experience he declares: "It is not a subject for debate whether 
the knower of Brahman remains embodied for some time or not. For how 
can one's knowing Brahman-felt profoundly in one's own heart-and 
[simultaneous] bearing of a body be contested by another?"52 Here, the 
Advaita tradition believes, the commentator alludes to his own realization 
of the Absolute and his consequent state of living Iiberation.53 

Sankara is most exciting intellectually when his job as an exegete 
allows him to follow his ontological bent. In this mode, drawing support 
from select Upani~dic passages, he speaks from the point of view of Advai
ticjriana. He portrays mo~a as a realization that happens in time only by 
appearance. Brushing aside empirical limitations as irrelevant, he appears 
as a champion of a thoroughgoing non-dualism. 

At BS 4.1.15, however, Sankara encounters a rather different ap
proach to the question of embodied Brahman-knowledge. The siitra speaks 
in the more popular categories of religious morality and yogic psychology, 
and SaJikara allows it to lead him into a different kind of argument for 
living liberation. Instead of looking at it ontologically as an eternally ac
complished reality, he now attempts to justify it from the point of view of 
its expression within the domain of space and time. Following the siitra 
and associated scriptural passages, he offers an explanation in terms of the 
theory of karma. He thus entertains certain questions that, however irrel
evant to the strict non-dualist gnosis-orientation, are important in the 
domain of popular religious teaching. The discussion, we shall see, leads to 
a more commonsense notion of embodiment than Sailkara otherwise al
lows. 

The siitra in question addresses a problem stemming from the teach
ing, found in both the Upani~ds and the Bhagavad Gita, that knowledge 
of the Self destroys all karmic residues. Thus MuU 2.2.8 declares of the 
knower, "His karmas are destroyed." BhG 4.37 proclaims, "The fire of 
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knowledge reduces all karmas to ashes."54 The question naturally arises, 
How can the physical body of the knower continue if his karma is no 
more? The assumption, universal in South Asian religion by Sailkara's 
time, is of course that physical embodiment is a karmically conditioned 
state. Without karma there can be no body. The siitra's answer to this 
objection is simple: " ... only the past [merit and demerit) that has not 
begun to produce effects [is destroyed)."55 The idea, as Sailkara explains it, 
is that knowledge does not destroy all karma. It eradicates only the karma 
that is "stored up" (Stmlcita) as a result of actions in a past life, or in this 
life before the rise of knowledge. Such karma is as yet inactive, not having 
begun to bear its fruits in experience. But the situation is different for 
karma that is "commenced" (prarabdha), that is, karma that has begun to 
yield its results in the present life. Already active, it is not subject to the 
power of knowledge, and it is therefore not destroyed. 56 

Despite the apparent mutual exclusivity of knowledge and karma, 
Sailkara concedes that there is, in one respect, a certain dependence of the 
former on the latter: "The rise of knowledge cannot occur without depen
dence on an accumulation of karma of which the effects have already com
menced."57 That is to say, were it not for the karma that led to one's 
present life-one's meeting the preceptor, one's study of Vedanta, and so 
on-one would not have attained knowledge. But once karma has become 
productive, nothing can stop it. No doubt the mukta may have reclaimed, 
through knowledge, his ontological independence of karma. Even so, he 
must continue to experience the results of the portion of his karmic store 
that has become active, until it is exhausted. As an arrow, once released, 
can only be allowed to fly until it spends its initial impetus, prarabdha 
must be permitted to run its course. 58 Another analogy given is the potter's 
wheel, which continues to spin even after the potter ceases pushing it, 
until its momentum dissipates.59 Thus, the body of the knower of Brahman 
must continue to exist until activity and experience exhaust all remaining 
prarabdha-karma, at which time physical death ensues. 

Is TlVanmukti Complete Liberation? 

In explaining the prarabdha-karma theory, Sailkara makes a signifi
cant concession. Once we admit the continuation of karma, we must also 
accept, in some sense, a continuation of the force of avidya: "Even though 
annulled, wrong knowledge persists for a time, ... because of its residual 
impression (saT1JSkara)."6() The intention seems to be to create a basis for 
the persistence of karma, on the assumption that, without some lingering 
force of ignorance, the prarabdha would have no support (a~(ambha, 
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BSS 4.1.19). It would have to dissolve like the false appearance it truly is. 
But this doctrine is problematic, because it is not clear how it fits with 
Sankara's teaching that knowledge destroys ail ignorance, that knowledge 
and ignorance cannot coexist in the same individual, and that even knowl
edge itself as a mental state cannot persist after having accomplished its 
result. 61 Sankara attempts to circumvent this problem by speaking of the 
persistence of an impression of ignorance rather than ignorance itself. 
Nevertheless, it remains difficult to square this idea with Advaitic doctrine 
of the radical sufficiency of knowledge for uprooting ignorance without 
remainder.62 As long as the impression of ignorance and the continued 
activity of karma persist, there would seem to be the prospect of the sage's 
liberation being somehow limited. Elsewhere, we have seen, Sankara em
phatically denies the possibility of partial liberation. Is he now saying that 
the presence of karma (read: a physical body) does, after all, constitute an 
obstruction to the knower's freedom? 

One would not expect to find the great Advaitin slighting jiiiina in 
favor of karma. But at least in the case of prtirabdha-karma he does. In his 
commentary on BU 1.4.7, to give the most remarkable example, he speaks 
of the ''weakness of the operation of knowledge (jfuina-prmn:tti-daur
balya) , " in comparison with that of prtirabdha: "Because the fruition of 
the karma that has produced the body is inevitable, activity of speech, 
mind, and body will be necessary, even after the attainment of right 
knowledge. As the flight of the arrow that has been released [is stronger 
than any effort to arrest it), the karma that has already become active is 
stronger (baligas) [than right knowledge]." In the face of this admission, 
Sankara finds it necessary to add an uncharacteristic reference to yogic 
praxis. The Brahman-knower, in some cases, may need to employ methods 
of disciplined concentration to overcome the power of prtirabdha-karma: 
"Therefore one must maintain a continuous stream of recollection of Self
knowledge by having recourse to the strength of disciplines (sddhana) 
such as renunciation and detachment.''63 

In several of the passages in which he discuses prtirabdha, Sankara 
suggests something very much like the later Advaitins' concept of vide
hamuJcti. That is, he introduces the idea of a literally disembodied, post
mortem liberation that he appears to think of as a soteriological advance 
over the state enjoyed by the living Brahman-knower. Commenting on BS 
3.3.32,4.1.15, and 4.1.19, for example, Sankara indicates that the knower 
does not achieve his final goal until after his prtirabdha is exhausted. Only 
with the "fall of the body" (sariTa-pata) that comes with the dissipation of 
karmic momentum, he says, does the knower achieve perfect "isolation" 
(kawalya) or "rest" (~a), terms connoting complete transcendence of 
all empirical awareness. And only when this occurs does the knower truly 
"attain Brahman (brahma sampadgate)."64 
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The scriptural source of this line of thinking is ChU 6.14.2: "For him 

the delay is only so long as he is not released, then he attains. - Sattkara 
cites this text frequently in support of the prdrabdha-karma theory. On 
the passage itself, he comments: "[The delay is] in attaining the essence of 
the Self which is Being. . . . Until the fall of the body (deha-pdta) caused 
by the exhaustion of the karma by which the body is commenced, this is 
the meaning. At that very time, he attains Being .... From one who speaks 
of liberation as an absolute state, without gradations, such talk of further 
"attainment" is perplexing. For Sankara to suggest prdrabdha-Icarma as an 
explanation of the muleta's continued embodiment is by itself not problem
atic. But it does raise questions when he suggests that prdrabdha some
how limits the muleta's attainment. After all, this is the master who 
teaches his students to proclaim boldly: "I am the eternally accomplished 
molqa • ...., If continued embodiedness itself is no hindrance to full libera
tion, why should the principles invoked to explain it be such? Or is embod
iedness somehow a lingering imperfection after all? In this connection, 
compare Sankara's comments on ChU 6.14.2, just cited, with his remarks 
on BU 4.4.6: "This knower is Brahman in this very life, though he appears 
to have a body, as it were .... Because he has no desires that obstruct his 
being Brahman, therefore, 'being but Brahman he is merged in Brahman' 
in this very life, not after the fall of the body (Sarira-pdta) .... Here, San
kara holds to the more radical non-dualist vision we have been considering 
all along. The liberated sage is Brahman while living; he does not have to 
attain Brahman after death. How do we explain the striking contradiction 
between these two positions? 

One possibility is that the prdrabdha-karma doctrine and its implica
tion that final attainment must be postponed until the death of the body 
represent an exegetical compromise. Sankara is interpreting texts consid
ered ancient even in his time. Though he regards them as impersonal 
expressions of eternal truth, they do not necessarily reflect his post -Bud
dhist, non-dualist metaphysics.6I Thus, it may have been unavoidable for 
Sankara to make some kind of concession (or adaption) to the more realis
tic worldview of these texts. The language of post-liberation "attainment" 
(san:zpafti), in fact, occurs only in connection with ChU 6.14.2, from which 
it is derived.70 

Another possibility is that these notions, especially the idea of delay, 
are all articulated only from the viewpoint of empirical appearance 
(vyavahtira). From the time of Gauc;lapada, the characteristic method of 
Advaitic teaching has been to postulate a preliminary view and then cancel 
it in favor of a higher one (adhytiropa-apavtida). As Karl Potter reminds 
us, the subtleties of Advaita's "paradoxical double-level" view of reality can 
be applied to the jivanmuleta as easily as to other problems,11 Indeed, this 
way of approaching the question of living liberation became important in 
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certain texts produced by the late Sankara tradition. The VivekacilqQrruIT!i 
(ViCiI) and the Aparo~tinubhilti, for example, explicitly deny that pra
rabdha-karma has any hold on the knower who is identified with the Self. 
They argue that the scriptures that speak of the total destruction of igno
rance by knowledge should be taken seriously. It is only to satisfy the 
ignorant, they assert, that prarabdha has been postulated as an "exoteric 
doctrine" (lHihya-d~ti).72 Modem Hindu interpreters seem to favor such a 
strategy. Thus R. Balasubramanian writes: "Though the knower of Brah
man ... is not bound by the aggregate of mind-sense-body and is, there
fore, disembodied from his own perspective, yet from the vyavaharika per
spective the body which has been sublated as false continues for some time 
till the exhaustion of priirabdha-karma through experience. "7J Is then the 
notion of the sage living out of a set of limitations imposed by his pra
rabdha a preliminary view, intended to speak to the concerns of un
enlightened outside observers? It is, at least, legitimate to ask. 

Although Deutsch may be overstating the case to speak of karma in 
Advaita as a "convenient fiction," he is certainly correct when he says, 
"There is nothing within the state of being designated by 'Brahman' or 
'Atman' that admits of being subject to karma.'>74 Sankara himself declares, 
"With the sole exception of liberation. everything else comes within the 
realm of ignorance. "75 When he relativizes even scripture itself as some
thing to be transcended in liberation,715 how much more must he do the 
same for all karma, including priirabdha? 

Passages can be found in Sankara from which such a denial of the 
ultimacy of the priirabdha-karma doctrine would logically follow. At BSS 
1.1.4, for example, he presents as the view of his opponents the idea that 
embodiedness is caused by merit and demerit and that, consequently, dis
embodiedness can come only when the body falls. Against this position, he 
argues that the embodiedness of the Self is merely apparent: it is caused by 
wrong knowledge only. Because the Self has no real relationship to the 
body, it cannot acquire merit and demerit. The idea that merit and de
merit can cause the embodiment of the Self, he concludes, must therefore 
be false. In his commentary on BhG 18.48, Sankara comes even closer to 
undercutting the priirabdha-karma doctrine. He declares that for the 
knower, "there can be no question of any remainder (s~a) of what was 
superimposed by ignorance. "T7 

But it is still true that Sankara never explicitly negates or relativizes 
the notion of prarabdha-karma. Indeed the suggestion at BUS 1.4.1, dis
cussed above, that the jivanmukta may have to engage in spiritual disci
pline to avoid being unduly influenced by prarabdha, would seem to pre
clude the notion that Sankara speaks of it only from the empirical 
(vyavaharika) point of view. If thejivanmukta himself has to take cogni-
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zance of prarabdha, and perhaps even struggle to overcome it, it cannot be 
merely a device to satisfy the mind of the ignorant onlooker. So we must 
remain open to another interpretation: that Sankara understands prd
rabdha as a significant limitation, one that the knower can by no means 
dismiss completely. The ideas expressed in his commentaries on ChU 
6.14.2 and BS 4.1.15 imply that jivanmulcti is a state in which one is 
liberated and yet somehow must still undergo a further liberation, a fur
ther attainment, at death. As J. C. Arapura suggests, Saitkara describes a 
"waiting for mukti" that, because it is under the sway of knowledge, can 
itself be considered mulcti, yet without making the waiting pointless.78 One 
thinks in this connection of Ka(ha 2.2.1: "Being liberated [already], he is 
Iiberated.''79 What could this second liberation involve? What would make 
waiting for it meaningful for one who is already liberated? Surely it is not 
the promise of some change in the essential nature of the liberated state. 
Saitkara has ruled this out. The total falling away of empirical experience 
is the only possibility. At BSS 4.4.16, Sankara suggests that kaiva/ga is 
characterized by an "absence of specific cognition" (v~a-san:zjfuibhdva). 
In this respect, he says, some have compared it with the state of deep 
sleep. This helps us understand what he means when, at BSS 3.3.32, he 
speaks of the mukta's ultimate state as complete "cessation in isolation" 
(kawa/ga-niv1:tti) . 

Whatever Sankara's final view might have been, and I think we have 
to say that we cannot be sure, it is significant that the classical Advaita 
tradition has clung tenaciously to the prdrabdha-karma theory and the 
associated idea of a continuing force of ignorance. These notions, along 
with ChU 6.14.2 and its idea of delay, are invariably introduced in post
Sailkara discussions of jivanmukti. Most important, these ideas are not 
relativized by shifts in ontological perspective-phenomenal "truth" to ab
solute Truth, vgdvahdrika to pdramdrthika-except in late, popular texts 
such as those already mentioned. Rather, they are taken quite seriously, as 
we shall now see. 

Justifications of FIVanmukti in Post-Sarikara Advaita 

The majority of post-Sankara Advaitins believe in the possibility of 
jivanmukti. All but MClQ~a Misra (actually a contemporary of Sankara) 
accept the theory of prdrabdha-karma as well. They give the prdrabdha 
concept little elaboration, however; most present essentially the same ar
gument by analogy used by the great preceptor. They devote greater effort 
to further articulating the notion of the effect or remnant of ignorance 
that remains to support the operation of prdrabdha. In general, we can 
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observe a concern to minimize the impact on the jivanmukta of any resid
ual element of bondage. Nevertheless, none of the classical Advaitins are 
willing to discount its power altogether. Indeed, we shall see that all of 
them understand the continuance of prarabdha and its support as to some 
degree, greater or lesser, a limitation on the fullness of mo~a. 

MaJ)c.tana Misra in his BrahmtlSiddhi (JJSdh) is perhaps the first of the 
classical Advaitins to use jivanmulcti as a technical term. eo MaQc,Iana is ex
ceptional, however, and his approach differs from that of Sankara and 
other Advaitins, in that he denies that prarabdha-karma can be operative 
injivanmulcti. Going against Sankara's analogy, MaJ)c;lana claims that the 
flying arrow of commenced karma can be stopped. Knowledge does indeed 
destroy all karma. MaJ)c,Iana's divergence from the mainstream here seems, 
however, to be of little consequence. The body still continues in libera
tion-not from prarabdha itself, to be sure, but from the impressions 
~kara) of both avidyti and prarabdha. So the analogy of the continued 
movement of the potter's wheel serves MaJ)c;lana just as well as Sankara. 
MaJ)4ana refers in addition to the trembling that persists-due to the 
san;zskara of the fear-even after one knows an apparent snake to be noth
ing but a rope. For MaQc;lana, the ripening of karma that supports jivan
mulcti is an appearance (viptiktibhtisa), a mere semblance (tibhtisa-mlilra) 
that does not bind the liberated individual.'· 

SureSvara (eighth century), in his commentary on Sankara's BUS, 
explains the appearance of desires and other imperfections in the knower 
as having their origin in the body, which continues because of commenced 
karma (BUBhV 1.4.1529). In his Naqkarmyasiddhi (NS), he makes no 
mention at all of prarabdha. He does speak, however, of the effects of 
ignorance (moha-karya). These may continue even though ignorance it
self has been completely destroyed (vidhvasttikhila-moho pl). He echoes 
the illustration of the trembling that may persist even after the snake has 
vanished (NS 4.60). 

Vimuktatman (tenth century) denies that ChU 6.14.2 teaches that the 
sage has to wait until death to realize Brahman. Indeed, he says, realiza
tion is possible only for the embodied. After death it is impossible. While 
thus emphatically accepting the doctrine of jivanmukti, he has a quarrel 
with the belief of Sankara and others that an impression (san:zskara) of 
ignorance can exist in the absence of ignorance itself. What will support it? 
He therefore insists that not an impression but an actual remnant or resid
uum (1eSa, kfa) of ignorance remains (JS 1.9). While this move from 
impression to remnant would seem to threaten a more serious limitation 
on the mukta's freedom, Vimuktatman is, among the classical post-San
kara Advaitins, the most unequivocal supporter of the jivanmulcti doctrine. 
He takes great pains to minimize the effect of the avidgti-/eSa on the 
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muleta. The remnant of ignorance, he declares, "skillfully brings about a 
mere appearance of the remainder of prdrabdha enjoyment.''112 The sage's 
knowledge is not obstructed thereby: 

There is no conflict between knowledge and the experience of prtirabdha
karma. So the body of the knower remains until the experience of prd
rabdha is completed. Here, just as knowledge does not contradict experi
ence [of prtirabdha) , so experience does not contradict knowledge.a 

Sarvajfiatman (eleventh century) uses a variety of terms to designate 
the aftereffect of avidga that supports prdrabdha, including scent (gan
dha), shadow (chaga), remnant (Ida), and impression (stm'1Skdra). The 
process of exhausting the prdrabdha-karma that leads to the muleta's final 
freedom (kaivalga) at death, he says, is sustained by a "scent of darkness" 
(dlwtinta-gandha). This lingering influence of ignorance accounts for the 
remnant or shadow of duality (dvaita-leSa, dvaita-cchdga) experienced by 
thejivanmuJcta (SS 4.40-46). However problematic the idea ofjivanmuJcti 
may be, we must admit it "because it is a matter of direct awareness (pra
lilelJ)." "In this case," he believes, "one's own experience (svdnubhiiti) 
must be the authority ..... 

Citsukha (thirteenth century) identifies prarabdha-karma as the 
cause, in jivanmuleti, of a remnant (Ida) of avidga or maga. He defines 
this residue as a "special form (akdra) of ignorance." Anticipating the later 
distinction between the "projecting" and "concealing" powers of magd, dis
cussed below, Citsukha explains that ignorance, though one, has at least 
three forms. The first creates the illusion that the universe is real. The 
second causes us to take the various constituents of the empirical world 
seriously as having practical utility. The third is responsible only for the 
bare appearance (pratibhdsa) of the forms of objects in immediate percep
tion. With the arising of knowledge, the first and second modes-which 
give rise to the sense of duality-are dissolved. But the third is not. It 
remains to support the empirical experience of the muleta. According to 
this author, no one should deny the possibility of jivanmuleti out of mere 
prejudice, for its truth is proclaimed in all the scriptures (Jruli-srm:ti-pur
dr].ad4u).85 

Bharatitirtha-VidyiraQya (fourteenth century) also argues for the con
tinuance of the body on the basis of residual impressions. He uses the 
analogies of the momentum of the potter's wheel and the fear that lingers 
as an aftereffect of an illusory snake. He refers as well to the scent of 
flowers that remains in the vase after the flowers are removed. (Other 
authors mention the persistence of the odor of garlic.)- While knowledge 
destroys ignorance immediately and completely, the residual impression 
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(stmlSkdra) of ignorance and its products-the body and the universe
may continue for some time longer. The effects are not opposed to knowl
edge directly, as is their cause, ignorance. For those who have difficulty 
with the idea of the SQ11JSkara persisting without avidya, its material 
cause, Bharatitirtha is flexible. He is also willing to accept the presence in 
jivanmulcti of a remnant (leSa) of ignorance (VPS 1.165-166; PD 7.244). 
In the PD, however, he seems to think the idea of remnant unnecessary. 
This text argues for the possibility of an interval elapsing between the 
destruction of the material cause, avidya, and the disappearance of its 
effects by reference to a doctrine from the Nyiya system. The color of an 
object may persist for a moment, the Naiyiyikas admit, even after the 
object itself has been removed from sight. But if the effect can exist with
out its cause for one moment, the Advaitin argues, why not for many 
moments?87 The length of the interval between the destruction of igno
rance and the disappearance of its effects-the muJrta's empirical experi
ence-is determined by the prdrabdha-karma. 

Madhusudana Sarasvati (sixteenth century) repeats these arguments, 
for both s~kdra and leSa, complete with the analogy of the flower's 
scent. He also develops the view found in Citsukha that ignorance has 
various forms (akara). For Madhusudana avidya has two fundamental 
powers (Sakti): the projective (v~epa) and the concealing (tivartlTlfl). The 
former is responsible for manifesting all the forms and phenomena in cre
ation. The latter performs the function of obscuring the unchanging Real
ity that underlies the whole. Knowledge, says Madhusudana, destroys only 
the concealing power of avidya. It leaves the creative potency of the vi
~epa-sakti intact to maintain the bodily activity of the mulcta. Following 
Citsukha, he asserts that this projective aspect of avidya itself has three 
aspects. Each creates a different perception of the world of duality: the first 
as real (dvaita-satyatva), the second as merely provisional (vyavaharika), 
and the third as illusory (pratibhasika). This third, most attenuated, 
power of ignorance constitutes an innocuous residuum (Ida). It does not 
detract from the realization of the knower, nor does it tie him to the 
results of his activity. Nevertheless, it remains capable of supporting the 
outworking of prarabdha until the latter is exhausted.88 

Reservations about Twanmukti in Post-Sailkara Advaita 

Post-Satlkara Advaitins are thus, on the whole, anxious to find sup
port for the idea of jivanmulcti. Nevertheless, most have misgivings. The 
radical "one-soul" theorists such as PrakiSinanda, we have seen, flatly 
deny the notion of living liberation. While mainstream Advaitins disagree 
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emphatically with this idea, their support for jivanmukti is not without a 
measure of ambiguity. 

Several among those who accept jivanmukti seem to do so as one 
possible theory rather than as a final position. That is, they are not willing 
to rule out the prospect that the rise of knowledge may entail total, instan
taneous transcendence of empirical form. Arguments for this possibility, 
which they know as "immediate liberation" (sadyomukti), cannot, they be
lieve, be completely dismissed. 

Mcll:u;lana, for example, cites MuU 2.2.8. This verse, we have seen, 
suggests that knowledge destroys all karmas (note the plural) without re
mainder. MaJ:u;lana sees that this passage is difficult to reconcile with the 
concept of prdrabdha-karma and that it compels consideration of the 
sadyomukti position. Some might rightly object, MaJ)<;Iana notes, that the 
notion of immediate liberation negates the traditional ideal of the sage of 
"steady wisdom" (sthita-prajiia), extolled at BhG 2.54-71. And indeed, 
MaJ)c;lana himself is willing to tolerate this outcome. He concedes that 
such an individual might not be a fully liberated sage (siddha) after all, but 
only an advanced aspirant (sddhaka).f19 

SureSvara in his Na4karmyasiddhi presents a similar treatment of the 
sadyomukti-jivanmukti question. He begins by teaching that right knowl
edge once and for all destroys all ignorance and all becoming (aJchi/an:l 
bhavam) without remainder (NS 4.57). On this view, there is "no igno
rance left unconsumed. "90 He then goes on to admit what he calls "another 
traditional teaching" (aparas sdmpraddyika/J, NS 4.60). This, as explained 
above, is the possibility of a lingering "effect of ignorance." Jnanottama 
(twelfth century), in his comments on this passage, explains the first view 
as the "immediate liberation" position (sadyomukti-palqa) and the second 
as the doctrine of living liberation Uivanmukti-pa~a). 

Sarvajnatman repeats this pattern. Prior to his discussion of jivan
mukti, he presents as a valid alternative the view that the rise of knowl
edge brings all empirical existence to an immediate end. In support, he 
marshals an array of arguments for sadyomukti that were later more fully 
developed by PrakaSananda (sS 4.38-39). The rise of knowledge instantly 
destroys the entirety of ignorance and all its products. Passages of scrip
ture describingjivanmuktas are therefore merely for inspiration. Fully en
lightened teachers cannot exist; they must be fabricated by ignorance (avi
dyd-pariJcaipita, SS 2.225, 227, 233). 

Unlike the above three teachers, PrakaSatrnan (tenth century) is firm 
on the possibility of jivanmukti. It must be accepted, he tells us, because 
there are numerous scriptural references to paradigmatic sages such as 
Vyasa. Nevertheless, his treatment shows us just how limited the post
Sal'Ikara Advaitin's conception of jivanmukti can become. Despite his un-
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mistakable affirmation of the state, PrakaSatman willingly describes certain 
ways in which living liberation is flawed. Most striking is his account of 
the unsteadiness of the muJcta's experience. One cannot, he believes, be 
aware of the world and one's identity with Brahman at the same time. 
Only when one is in meditative enstasi;; (samiidhi) can one enjoy oneness 
with the Self. At other times, however, the knower slips into dualistic 
awareness (dvaita-darSana) because of the continued activity of his bodily 
karma, which remains as a defect (dosa) to Cloud his vision.g1 

Both Citsukha and Bhiratitirtha continue this theme. For Citsukha, 
priirabdha is to be taken seriously as a "potent" (praba/a) force that func
tions as an obstruction (pratibandha) to the power of knowledge. The 
remnant of avidyii that it forces upon I the muJcta is transcended only 
through meditative enstasis or death: 

In the case of the jivanmukta, a remnant of maya is not destroyed. 
Though it disappears in the state of SI117ltidhi, at other times it remains as 
the cause of the appearance (abluisa) of the world and the body. When 
the enjoyment of the fruits of the prarabdha-karma comes to an end, it 
ceases.· 

Bharatitirtha describes the continuance of the residual impression of igno
rance as a defect (d~) and priirabdha-karma as an obstacle (prati
bandhaka). The final molqa is not attained until the priirabdha is ex
hausted and the body falls (VPS 1.165-166). Meanwhile, by the force of 
this karma, the Brahman-knower is subject to desires and may even some
times lapse into doubts (pD 6.263, 1.245-246). This is not surprising, for 
Bharatitirtha, like his predecessors just mentioned, believes that awareness 
of unity and the perception of multiplicity cannot coexist: 

One should not think it possible for the jivanmukta to have the experi
ence of the oneness of the Self (atmaiJcganubhava) and the cognition of 
duality (dvaita-darStma), which are mutually contradictory, at the same 
time. For we do not assert their simultaneity, but rather that they arise 
and are overpowered in succession.t3 

The experience of non-duality thus being unstable, any activity on the 
jfvanmuJcta's part is interpreted as a sign that he has fallen into dualistic 
awareness. Even the minimal daily round permitted a sl1T!lTlyiism is sus
pect: "The activity of going about for alms," we are told, "is caused by the 
defect of priirabdha.''94 This understanding leads Bhiratitirtha to conceive 
an unusual argument in support of the standard Advaitic view that the 
renouncer ought not participate in Vedic rites. Such rituals must conform 
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to fIXed schedules, he reminds us. Once begun they must be brought to 
their proper conclusion. But the functioning of the karmic obstruction 
that would allow the mulcta to participate in activity is unpredictable. Even 
when it manifests itself, it is unsteady: "For the knower of Reality, the 
emergence (udbhava) of the defect caused by commenced karma is not 
fIXed as to place and time, and it is not possible for it to continue long 
enough for him to complete any [ritual] performance that he has under
taken.''95 

Underlying such discussions is the implication that the j;vanmulcta is 
better off-somehow more fully liberated-when in samddhi than when 
aware of body and world. This is confirmed by Madhusudana Sarasvati, 
who describes with approval a scheme from the Yogavds~(hIl that admits 
three degrees in the attainment of j;vanmulcti. At the highest level, the 
mulcta enters a state of samddhi so deeply absorbing that he can neither 
rouse himself nor be roused by others. He has no cognition of difference 
whatever (sarvatha bheda-darsanabhava). Rather, he is constantly and 
completely identified with the Self (sarvada tanmaya). Others, then, must 
take care of his bodily needs. Having attained total disengagement from 
the world, he abides always in a state of unalloyed supreme bliss. He then 
merits the title "most excellent knower of Brahman."" 

Given such praise of world-oblivion, it is not too surprising to find 
Madhusudana devaluingj;vanmulcti as "mere liberation" (mulcti-mdfra), in 
comparison to the "supreme liberation" (parama-mulcti) attained when 
one breathes one's last breath. As desirable asjivanmulcti may be, it is not 
the same as the final state. There is, Madhusudana claims, a greater mani
festation of bliss in the final mental mode (vr:tti) that leads to parama
mulcti than in that which grants jivanmulcfi. This is because the latter is 
contaminated by the projective power of ignorance maintained by pra
rabdha, while the former is not.97 

Commenting on Madhusudana, Brahmananda Sarasvati (early eight
eenth century) is perhaps as doubtful as one can be about living liberation 
without denying it altogether. He argues that the persistence of ignorance 
in the form of a sat1JSkdra inj;vanmulcfi makes any talk of the cessation of 
ignorance in that state only figurative. True liberation (mulchyo mo~) 
can only be disembodied, post-mortem liberation, because ignorance truly 
ceases only at the time of death.98 

What are we to make of the reservations expressed by these writers? 
Although they disagree on details, all concur that any continued embodi
ment is somehow, whether through impression or remnant, a product of 
ignorance. They agree, furthermore, that this ignorance constitutes in 
some sense a limitation of the liberated state. Indeed, they harbor strong 
doubts that perfect knowledge can coexist with any form of empirical 
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awareness. Some scholars, we have seen, argue that Advaita offers a so
phisticated "two-level" approach to this problem, inclusive of both pdra
marthika and vgiivaluirilca perspectives. However, orthodox post-Sankara 
Advaitins do not use this strategy. MaJ)l;Iana wonders whether any embod
ied person can be more than an advanced siidhaka. PrakaSatman and 
Bharatitirtha hold that one cannot have non-dual awareness and empirical 
consciousness at the same time. Even Sankara suggests that yogic praxis 
might be necessary to counter the effects of priirabdha. So it is not a 
question of, as modem interpreters would have it, both complete mukti 
from the liberated sage's pdramarthika perspective and karmically limited 
mukti from that of the ignorant observer. On the contrary, for these 
writers, the dominant figures of post-Sankara Advaita, it must be either 
one or the other." 

In short, despite the generally vociferous defense of the possibility, 
and indeed the necessity, of jlvanmukti offered by the post -Sankara Advai
tins, the idea remains problematic for them. Although eminently desirable, 
living liberation is finally a limited state. The classical Advaita tradition 
stays wedded to the theory of karmic obstruction derived from ChU 6.14.2 
andBS 4.1.15. Thejivanmukta must wait, looking forward to a final kai
vaiga or, in the later tradition, videhamukti. Advaita never finds a way of 
fully appropriating for the liberated sage the vision of a seemingly embod
ied yet fully liberated Brahman-knowledge that Sankara articulates when 
he is in his ontological mode. The master's scholastic followers allow 
themselves to fall into what could easily be described as an excessively 
realistic interpretation of avidgii, karma, and embodiedness. Despite pro
testations to the contrary, Advaita winds up with a vision of jlvanmukti 
that is not all that different from the Sfupkhya position, that is, a waiting 
for the passing away of the world with a view to eternal, absolute "isola
tion" in spirit. 100 The tradition thus loses sight of and even seems to qualify 
its most central doctrine: that knowledge has the radical power to neutral
ize ignorance and bondage irrespective of embodiedness or the lack 
thereof. Sankara himself was, for the most part, much bolder than his 
followers on this point. Nevertheless, he himself introduces the weaker 
trend of thought in his discussion of priirabdha. He is thus to some extent 
responsible for the history of compromise that surrounds Advaita's think
ing on living liberation and karmic limitation. 

ISvara as Paradigm for Living Liberation 

It is both curious and revealing that the proponents of Advaita have 
never explored to any significant extent one avenue of thought that might 
have helped them toward a more adequate conceptualization of living lib-
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eration. At the very heart of their tradition lies a paradigm that affirms 
dramatically the combination of knowledge, liberation, and continued em
pirical consciousness that the ideal of jivanmukti seems to entail. As 
Eliade has suggested, it is the idea of ISvara. 

The Lord creates, maintains, and destroys the entire cosmic display. 
He serves as the underlying and directing cause of the infinite number of 
karmic forces-prarabdha and otherwise-that are playing themselves 
out in his vast universe (BSS 2.1.34). He causes beings to be bound in 
samsara, directs them to act in accord with their karma, and effects their 
rel~ase by his grace (BSS 2.3.41-42). Yet all the while the Lord remains 
unaffected by the suffering and the defects of the individual souls (BSS 
2.3.46). He is, in Sankara's words, "eternally free of ignorance" (nitya
nirn:ttavidya, BSS 3.2.9). In the midst of his ceaseless cosmic activity he is 
"eternally pure, enlightened, and liberated" (nitya-suddha-buddha-mukta, 
BhGS 1.1). Far from being the victim of avidya, ISvara is its wielder, the 
controller of maya (mayavirz, maya-niyanh:),'OI projecting the world in 
mere play. 

There is thus one paradigmatic instance of the coexistence of perfect 
knowledge and perfect liberation with awareness of, and activity in, the 
world. But recall Eliade's suggestion that thejivanmukla attains a similar 
divine and paradoxical mode of being. Does the logic of Advaita not, in 
fact, move the liberated sage toward a posture of freedom identical to Is
vara's? Sarvajiiatrnan tells us that the Lord is different from the trans
migrating jiva in at least three respects: He is free of ignorance, free of 
ego-sense (ahaTTJJa:ti), and ever liberated (SS 2.175-188). But are not 
these qualities-freedom from ignorance, ego, and bondage-precisely 
the characteristics of the mukta, as defined by Sankara? To be sure, the 
liberated sage may have realized his freedom only lately, in time. In that 
sense, the liberation of the jlva is not eternal. Once attained, however, 
mo~a is beyond time. This Sankara emphasizes repeatedly. 

Leaving aside for the moment limitations the liberated sage may suf
fer due to his prQrabdha-karma and any associated trace of ignorance, it is 
not difficult to find in Sankara suggestions of the ultimate identity of jlva 
and Isvara. "To assume the otherness of jlva and ISvara is not proper," he 
says. "}iva is not other than ISvara, but its knowledge and lordship are 
obscured by its conjunction with the body."I02 Again: "The distinction be
tweenjiva and the Supreme Lord is based on wrong knowledge alone, not 
on reality itself."I03 Elsewhere, Sankara speaks of "the false idea of differ
ence between ISvara and the transmigrating self, caused by non-discrimi
nation, which results in the latter's connection with limiting adjuncts 
such as the body."I04 Twice in the Upadeiastihasri Sankara declares, "I am 
ISvara."I05 

Despite these and other suggestive passages, post-Sailkara Advaita 
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never seriously explores the idea of the identity of the liberated sage and 
iSvara. The theme of the sage's oneness with God is developed only in the 
thought of Appayya Dilqita (sixteenth century), an Advaitin who was 
deeply influenced by Saivism. Appayya writes that the attainment of libera
tion, even in its literally disembodied form, involves, not the realization of 
oneness with the transcendent Brahman, but rather identity with iSvara. 
This is a consequence of his preferred theory of relation of jwa and iSvara. 
For Appayya, the Lord is Brahman itself, but appearing as the original 
(bimbo) of which thejiva is a reflection (pratibimbo). Muleti is the merger 
of the reflection Viva) in its original, which in this view is iSvara, not the 
pure Absolute. Appayya therefore understands liberation as the attainment 
of Lordship (iSvaratva) , i.e., conscious identity with the personal God. It 
is not, or not yet, the realization of complete identity with the transper
sonal Brahman. As long as other reflections-other jivas-continue to 
exist, the Lord also must continue to exist as their bimbo, and there can 
be no final merger in the Absolute for the souls that have attained identity 
with him.10& 

Advaitins have not generally accepted Appayya's theory.l07 Neverthe
less, Advaita does recognize that the localized psycho-physical individuality 
of each jiva is always at the same time a part of the cosmic adjunct (upti
dhi) of iSvara.101 It must follow, then, that thejivanmuleta enjoys this con
nection with the Lord also, at least as long as his individuality endures. 
The difference is that the muleta's connection is manifest, unobscured by 
ego. The logic of Advaita requires that, with the attainment of liberation, 
the sage's false identification with the mind-body complex must vanish. 
Having realized his nature as Alman, the muleta should have completely 
withdrawn from connection with empirical limitations, like-says the 
Chandogya Upani~-the snake who has shed its skin. What appears to be 
his own activity ought now to be completely surrendered to, and governed 
by, isvara.101 Thus, Madhusudana proclaims that thejivanmuleta's "life and 
breath are directed by the Supreme Lord."l1O Strictly speaking, of course, 
the analogy of the snake and its skin would be inaccurate here. There 
should properly be no more snake at all, because the liberated Brahman
knower ought to have ceased to exist as an individual ego-center. Nothing 
should remain but the primordial reality: on one hand, the unbounded 
pure consciousness of Brahman, abiding timelessly as the Self of all; on 
the other, iSvara's cosmic activity. And there is no reason why the latter 
should not continue to include the jivanmuleta 's former individuality, to
gether with its karmic momentum, its actions, and perhaps even its de
sires and doubts. 

Such, at any rate, is the vision of liberation that enables the Bha
gavad Gitd-and the Advaita tradition itself when it follows its deepest 
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insight-to show God as exemplar for the liberated sage. Again, I follow 
Eliade: 

It could be said that the essence of the doctrine revealed by ~Qil is 
contained in the formula: "Understand Me and imitate Mel" For every
thing that he reveals regarding his own Being and his "behavior" in the 
cosmos and in history is to serve as model and example for Arjuna.1II 

Consider the way in which the third chapter of the Gild draws together 
our understanding of God and the muleta. In verses 20-26, ~r:ta invites 
us to reflect on the parallels between his mode of action as God and that of 
the liberated sage. He holds up his cosmic activity as paradigmatic: "I 
have, 0 Pirtha, in the three worlds nothing whatever I must do, nothing 
unattained that must be attained. Yet I continue in action."112 Kr~r:ta ad
vises knowers (vidvtin) to remain involved in the world in the same man
ner he does: to follow his divine example. 

In his comments on BhG 3.25, Sankara makes the equation of the 
Lord's mode of activity and that of the sage even more explicit. Glossing 
the text, Sankara assumes the voice of Kr$r:ta. We hear God, eternally liber
ated, speaking to those who have become liberated in time. The Lord 
speaks to them fraternally, as if they were almost his equals, teaching 
them how to live their new mode of existence in the way he always has: 
"Like Me (aham iva), if you or others are knowers of the Self and are 
[thus] conscious of having attained all that is to be attained, you must 
continue to work for the benefit of others, even though there is no neces
sity for you to do so." Introducing verse 26, he continues: "For Me or any 
other knower of the Self desirous of effecting the welfare of the world, 
there is no action to be done but that which is for the welfare of the 
world."JI3 Here a few small words-"Like Me," "For Me or any other 
knower"-are invested with profound implications. Sailkara's Kr~r:ta brings 
the jivanmukta and iSvara very close indeed. 

This homology between the activity of God and that of the knower 
emerges most clearly in Sailkara's comments on BhG 2.11. There he 
writes that we cannot understand the activity of the knower of Brahman in 
any ordinary way. Only the divine paradigm is adequate. "The action of the 
knower, being similarly free from ego and the desire for results, is like the 
action that Lord V-asudeva [Kr~r:ta] performed in fulfillment of his duties as 
a warrior."1It 

The reference in this passage to the earthly activity of Kr~r:ta reminds 
us of the concept of avatdra, or divine incarnation. Sankara uses it here to 
throw light on the activity of the muleta. If the Lord and his cosmic activ
ity are paradigmatic in a general way, then the concept of his particular 
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embodiment as avatara may be a singularly instructive special case. Again 
we turn to Sailkara: 

The Blessed Lord ... controlling his own maya, ... appears (~yale), 
to work the welfare of the world, as if possessed of a body (dehavan iva), 
as if born Uala iva), though in reality he is unborn, imperishable, the 
Lord of all beings, in nature eternally pure, free, and liberated. liS 

The Lord, again, is eternally liberated (nitya-mukta) and completely in 
control of maya. Even when he-embodied as the avatar a-seems to be 
in maya's grip, it is only "as if' (iva). In reality he is above the appearance. 
But if the jlvanmukta has realized a state homologous with iSvara, his 
embodiment ought to be qualified with a similar "as if." Sailkara bears this 
out: "The knower is Brahman in this very life, though he appears as if 
possessed of a body (dehavan iva lairs,Yate)."116 Note carefully the language 
used in both passages-one describing the avatara's mode of being, the 
other that of the J7vanmukta. It is identical. The passage from Sarvajiiat
man at the beginning of this chapter further confirms that, like the em
bodiment of the avatar a , the mulcta's is deceptive: "I appear as if living 
Ulvann iva)." When Sailkara holds up the activity of Kr~Qa as a model for 
the life of thejlvanmukta, then, it is not merely for inspiration. With the 
exception, of course, of the Lord's power to control the universal maya,117 
the liberated sage is called to-and has a real potential for-an authentic 
realization of the divine mode of being. 

Even iSvara Suffers Limitation 

But what about prarabdha-karma and the trace of ignorance that is 
invoked to support it? Do not these elements of living liberation-which 
have no claim on the Lord's experience-cause the homology between the 
jlvanmukta and {Svara to break down? Perhaps. But before the parallel is 
abandoned, let us see if we can extend it a bit further. Perhaps it will help 
us to gain insight into the limitations of living liberation as well. 

Again using {Svara as the paradigm, consider Sailkara's view that "the 
Supreme Lord neither identifies with a body nor imagines pain to be his 
own." It is this lack of false identification, we are told, that allows {Svara to 
be free from the sufferings and other defects of the individual souls (BSS 
2.3.46). But, if such lack of empirical identification is the condition of the 
Lord's freedom, it is-the tradition asserts-a qualification possessed by 
the mukta as well. The latter, then, should enjoy a similar benefit. Why 
must the liberated sage be limited by the karmic momentum that governs 
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his psycho-physical apparatus? No doubt, prarabdha-karma determines 
the activities and potentials of his empirical adjuncts. But no Advaitin 
would suggest that this could impinge on his transcendent identity as Self. 
The mukta has homologized himself to the divine by shifting his identity 
to the transcendent. He ought no longer to be limited in his true being by 
anything that conditions his empirical personhood. 

Suppose, on the other hand, we admit what many Advaitins seem to 
fear: that prarabdha-karma does somehow limit the jivanmukta's free
dom. Even so, it need not necessarily upset the homology between the 
liberated sage and God. On the contrary, it could further confirm its 
heuristic power. Reversing the paradigm, we can look at iSvara in light of 
the jivanmukti doctrine. This move, though unconventional, is perhaps 
even more illuminating. It forces us to remember something typically for
gotten: ISvara himself is not without constraint. Indeed, it may be that he 
suffers from limitations similar to those faced by the jivanmukta. 

Sailkara, for example, is clear that the possibilities of the Lord's activ
ity are limited by karma, in this case by the karma of his creatures. The 
Lord must, when acting to direct the destinies of jivas, take their karmic 
limitations into consideration. Otherwise, he would be accused of injustice 
(BSS 2.1.34). Do such considerations bind him? If not, why should the 
mukta who has realized his identity with the infinite be bound by having 
to take the prarabdha-karma of his particular psycho-physical being into 
account when expressing himself empirically? 

Again, if the jivanmukta is limited by a remnant of ignorance, we 
must remember that there is a sense in which ISvara too is limited-even 
constituted-by ignorance. On this Sailkara writes: 

Like space conforming to adjuncts such as pots and jars, the Lord con
forms to adjuncts of name and form created by ignorance .... The Lord's 
being a Lord, his omniscience and his omnipotence, all depend on limita
tions caused by adjuncts which are products of ignorance.l18 

iSvara is thus by definition Brahman limited by avidya .119 His existence as 
the Lord consists in his interaction with ignorance in the form of a cosmic 
uptidhi, shot through and through with the endless karmas of countless 
beings. For this reason, Madhusl1dana Sarasvati is willing to suggest that 
the Lord is conditioned in a way that the soul that has attained complete 
liberation is not. Both iSvara and the mukta are, he tells us, free of "un
knowing" (ajfzatva). They are thus fully aware of their nature as Brahman. 
But the Lord, unlike the mukta, remains defined by the ignorance that is 
the cause of the world Uagan-nidtinam ajfztinam).l20 

We move, therefore, toward understanding iSvara as a kind of eternal 
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jivanmukta of cosmic dimensions. Is the Lord not, like the jivanmukta, 
liberated but somehow not yet fully liberated? The Brahman-knowing sage 
waits for the final kaiva/ga that consists in absolute release from the body 
and mind that occasion his limited "soulhood" Uivalva). Is iSvara likewise 
waiting, so to say, for his own kaiva/ya? Is he waiting, as in Appayya's 
model, for all jivas to be liberated so he can have his final rest, his cosmic 
~ema? Is he anticipating his own parama-mukti or videhamukti, his own 
final liberation from the karmically conditioned adjuncts that constitute 
his "Godhood" (iSvaralva) and thus limit his true nature as Brahman? If 
so, his waiting will be endless, because the universe is, by definition, end
less. So in this sense, at least, his limitation will be all that much greater 
than that of the jivanmukta }21 

Conclusion 

The doctrine of }zvanmukti has emerged as a cornerstone of modem 
Advaitic faith. One reason, of course, is the intrinsic interest of the con
cept itself: it has a power and an attraction that is undeniable. Who would 
not be fascinated by the notion of living the infinite within the boundaries 
of the finite? But the jivanmukti ideal is also significant for historical rea
sons, namely, that it has an important place in the Hindu counterattack 
against the nineteenth century Western critique of Hinduism. In the face 
of accusations that Hinduism is a backward and idolatrous faith (fre
quently based on misinformation, missionary bias, or even willful distor
tion), modem Advaitins have naturally retaliated, marshalling arguments 
for the superiority of their own religious vision. To this purpose, they have 
often, as in the remark by Radhakrishnan quoted at the beginning of this 
chapter, invoked the idea of living liberation. Contrasting their ideals with 
conventional religious understandings that promise true freedom only af
ter death, modem Advaitins celebrate the possibility of complete spiritual 
emancipation while still living. 

I recognize and am quick to honor this valorization of jivanmukti as a 
legitimate expression of modem Hindu faith and experience. Nevertheless, 
my research leads me to the conviction that the living liberation offered by 
the classical Advaita tradition122 is rather more limited than modem advo
cates would like to admit. No doubt Sankara and other Advaitins present 
strong arguments for jivanmukti when writing in their strictly ontological 
mode. These arguments have been presented above, and I hope I have 
succeeded in conveying their full force. They are taken, with ample justi
fication, as the authentic Advaitin position by contemporary interpreters. 
Still, careful study shows that the classical writers fail to commit them-
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selves fully to their own highest vision of living liberation. This fact has 
been obscured by the tendency of neo-Vedantins to ignore the compro
mises the classical tradition makes on the question of prarabdha-karma. 

Advaita, it should be remembered, was formulated by and for a nar
row spiritual elite of male Brahmins, primarily san:mydsins, who alone 
were believed qualified to fully appropriate its import. Its authors and 
propagators saw themselves as standing at the pinnacle of a long trans
migratory climb, ready at last to abandon s~ara without looking back.123 
It was never intended to be a philosophy for the general public, let alone 
an answer to the concerns of historically-oriented Western moralists. De
spite their differences, all the major authors of the tradition were world
renouncers, and all share the assumption that any experience of the world 
is somehow, whether through impression (s~kara) or actual remnant 
(Ida), based on ignorance. If awareness of the world continues, we are 
told, it is caused by a defect (do~), occasioned by an obstruction (prat;
bandhaka). The implication is that the ideal state is one in which there is 
no empirical experience, of the world or anything else. As long as prd
rabdha-karma continues, of course, this is not possible. In kaivalya, how
ever, the liberated consciousness attains complete disjunction from the 
world: mind, body, and nature. This, and notjivanmuleti, is the ultimate 
aim of classical Advaita. As in 5aIpkhya, from which Sankara borrows the 
term kaivalya, the Advaitin saT1JTlydsin thinks of his final goal under the 
metaphor of absolute isolation. He yearns for freedom in disembodiment 
(v;dehatd). The intense detachment generated by Brahman-knowledge al
lows for a figurative disembodiment in life, even while the body lingers 
under the influence of its karmic momentum. This is, unmistakably, a 
state of immense religious significance, as I have tried to show. But the
fact that the jivanmuleta's continued bodily awareness must be supported 
by a lingering trace of ignorance points to a still higher goal. As 
Bharatitirtha tells us, the liberated sage whose karma causes him to un
dergo further empirical experience suffers like one undergoing forced la
bor (v4ti-gr:hita-vat).124 Literal disembodiment at death-ka;valya or v;
dehamuleti-is the preferred state. 

We should be under no iIIusions that classical Advaita celebrates the 
state of living liberation as one in which the muleta has "non-dual percep
tion" of the world as Brahman.l25 I have already shown that PrakaSatman, 
Bharatitirtha, and others believe that the jivanmuleta only truly overcomes 
duality when in the introversion of samddh;. Sankara himself, where he 
does speak of the muleta's continued empirical experience, uses the anal
ogy of a person with an eye defect. Persons with double vision, he sug
gests, may continue to see two moons even though they know better. 
Knowledge of the true situation does not cause the second moon to disap-
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pear. The false appearance remains, but is known to be a malignant intru
sion.l26 Vicaspati uses a similar disease model to explain the experience of 
the jivanmukta. Although knowers of Brahman may continue to engage in 
empirical activity, they do not perceive the world as identical with the 
Absolute: "For example, even though knowing for certain that sugar is 
sweet, persons afflicted by a disorder of the bile continue to experience a 
bitter taste. [We know this] because having tasted [sugar], they spit it out, 
and then discard it."l27 In both examples, the Advaitin compares the 
muleta's empirical experience to a perception known to be false, but intro
duced regrettably by an illness. 

Sarvajflatman, to be sure, speaks of seeing duality in liberation as if it 
were a ''wondrous painting" (eilram iva, sS 4.54). And Bharatitirtha likens 
the jivanmuleta's experience of the world to witnessing a "magic show" 
(indra jola, PD 7.180), possibly here intending a positive connotation. But 
most metaphors in the texts of classical Advaita speak clearly of the sage's 
distaste for continued empirical awareness. Mcu:t{lana speaks of the jivan
muleta as one who experiences his body as a mere shadow (eM yo-moira , 
BSdh 3). Sarvajflatman goes on to declare, "I see the universe as if it were 
a burnt rope ... and my body as the cast-off skin of a snake."128 Other 
Advaitins say the world appears to them like a burnt cloth. Though it may 
retain its shape, it is ineffectual (SLS 4). Bharatitirtha himself declares 
that phenomenality, if it remains in liberation, is like a dead rat, a corpse, 
a knife rendered blunt (pD 7.279-282). Empirical existence for thejivan
muleta is, then, a magical phantasm at best. But it is one that is on
tologically hollow, exhausted, a mere husk or shadow. It is experienced as 
a remote, inexplicable other trespassing in the self-luminous fullness of 
the Self. The jivanmuleta waits for its disappearance. 

Given our homology between the liberated sage and iSvara, we are 
pushed inexorably toward the question of how God himself experiences the 
world. The question is intriguing. It is also, no doubt, presumptuous. 
Whether for this reason or not, Hindu scripture gives hardly a hint as to 
its resolution, and Advaita itself is silent.l29 But perhaps some suggestion of 
an answer can be drawn from our homology, proceeding now from the 
jivanmukta's end. If the sage in living liberation has, as the tradition 
claims, shifted his identification to the transcendent, we can strictly no 
longer talk of his experience at all, since his individuality has evaporated. 
We must speak rather of the experience of iSvara through the particular 
medium that used to constitute the mukta's body-mind. That is to say, 
descriptions of the experience of the jivanmuleta should be read as descrip
tions of the experience of God through a particular psycho-physical appa
ratus. 

One might imagine that God's experience of his cosmos would be a 
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glorious vision of non-duality, shining with the radiance of the Absolute. 
But if we take the experience of thejivanmukta as our guide-as we must, 
since there is no other evidence-we can only be disappointed. We have no 
grounds for assuming anything more interesting than the sage's percep
tion of the world as a shadow land of misperception. But perhaps it is pre
cisely here that our homology is most revealing. Put simply, it serves to 
remind us of and highlight Advaita's deep metaphysical bias against the 
world. Why do we find in the orthodox Sailkara tradition no vibrant cele
bration of non-dual experience of, and unity with, the cosmos-at least on 
ISvara's part, if not the jivanmukta's? Why do we have to look elsewhere 
for this spirit of final world reclamation, to Tantric non-dualism, as in 
Ramakrishna or Kashmir Saivism, or to Mahayana Buddhism? Because in 
the end the Advaita tradition fails to present a true non-dualism of world 
and Absolute-as many would like to understand the term today,,30 It is 
rather an acosmic monism. It achieves its non-duality not inclusively but 
exclusively. Empirical reality is admitted in a provisional way, but in the 
end it is cast out of the Absolute, out of existence. From the highest (pdra
marthika) perspective, the world is simply not there. This being the case, 
how can Isvara's participation in the world not limit him, and in ways that 
closely parallel the jivanmuJcta 's experience? 

Both the jivanmukta and Isvara abide in a state that is intermediate 
between bondage and final Advaitic liberation. For both there is a "con
sciousness of freedom," as Eliade puts it, and a direct apprehension of 
immortality. But for both this awareness is combined with a persistent 
element of bondage. Both God and the jivanmuJcta remain, once again, 
liberated yet in a critical sense waiting to be liberated. Still, the value of 
this waiting ought not be gainsaid. Because it is already free in great mea
sure, it is holy. That ISvara's waiting is paradoxically both timeless and 
eternal invests it with a profundity that is incalculable. The jivanmuJcta is 
privileged to share a portion of this holy waiting of God, before attaining 
the final freedom that lies utterly beyond phenomenality. 
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Ananta Krishna Sastri. Parimal Sanskrit Series, no. 7. Delhi: 
Parimal Publications, 1982. 

Bha The Bhamati of Vacaspati on Saizkara's Brahmasutra
bhti~ga. Edited and translated by S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri 
and C. Kunhan Raja. Madras: Theosophical Publishing 
House, 1933. (All translations cited are my own.) 
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ChUS 
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Ka(ha 
MdU 
MdK 
MdUKS 

MuU 
MuUS 
NS 

PD 
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Bhagavad Gitd. See BhcS. 
Srimadbhagavadgitd with the Commentaries Srimat-San
karabhd~ya with Anandagiri, Nilakal1(hi, Bhd~yotkar
~aazpikd of Dhanapati, Sridhari, GitdrthasQTl')graha of Abhi
navaguptdcdrya, and Guqhdrthadipikd of Madhusudana. 
Edited by Wasudev Laxman sastri Pansikar. 2d ed. Delhi: 
Munshiram Manoharlal Publishers, 1978. 
Brahmasiddhi by Acharya MtlTJqanamiSra. Edited by S. 
Kuppuswami Sastri. Sri Garib Das Oriental Series, no. 16. 
Delhi: Sri Satguru Publications, 1984; reprint, Madras Gov
ernment Oriental Series, no. 4. Madras: Government Orien
tal Manuscripts Library, 1937. 
BadarayaQa. Brahma Sutra. See BSS. 
Brahmasutra with Sdilkarabhd~ya. Works of Sankara in 
Original Sanskrit, vol. 3. Delhi: MotiIal Banarsidass, 1985. 
Br:haddrtlTJyaka Upan4ad. See BUS. 
Br:haddrtlTJyakopan4ad with Sankarabhds.Ya. Edited by Ka
sinatha Sistri Agase. AnandiSrama Sanskrit Series, no. 15. 
Poona: AnandiSrama, 1953. 
Shri Sureshvardchdrya~ Bt:.haddrtlTJyakopan4adbhds.Yavdr
!ikam. Edited by Shri S. Subrahmanya Shastri. Advaita Rat
na Manjusha, nos. 23 and 30. Mt. Abu: Mahesh Research 
Institute, 1982, 1990. 
Chandogya Upan4ad. See TPUS. 
Chandogya Upan4ad with Sankara's Bhds'ya. See TPUS. 
I~(asiddhi ofVimuktdtman. Edited by P. K. Sundaram. Mad
ras: Swadharma Swaarajya Sangha, 1980. 
Ka(ha Upan4ad. See TPUS. 
Miir!qilkya Upan4ad. See TPUS. 
Gau<;lapada. Miirlqiikya Kdrikd. See TPUS. 
Mdl1qukya Upan4ad with Gau4apada's Kdrikd and Sail
kara's Bhds'ya. See TPUS. 
MU1Jqaka Upan4ad. See TPUS. 
MU1Jqaka Upan4ad with Sankara's Bhds'ya. See TPUS. 
The Naishkarmya-Siddhi [Nai~karmyasiddhil of Sures
vardchdrya with the Chandrikd of Jnanottama. Edited by 
G. A. Jacob. 2d ed. Bombay: Government Central Book De
pot, 1906. 
PailcadaSi of Sri VidydrtlTJya Swami. Edited and translated 
by Swami Swahananda. Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Math, 
1975. (All translations cited are my own.) 
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PPV The Paiicapddikd of Sri Padmapdddcdrya with the Pan
capddikdvwart111a of Sri PrakdSdtman. Edited by S. Srirama 
SastrI and S. R. Krishnamurthi Sastri. Madras Government 
Oriental Series, no. 155. Madras: Government Oriental 
Manuscripts Library, 1958. 

SLS SiddJuinta/eSasan:lgraha of Appayya D~ita. Edited by S. S. 
Suryanarayana Sastri. Vol. 2. Madras: University of Madras, 
1931. 

SS SaTTJ~epaSaririka of Sarvajiiafman. Edited and translated 
by N. Veezhinathan. Madras: University of Madras, 1985. (All 
translations cited are my own.) 

SSsS Saiz~epaSaririka by Sarvajiiafma-muni with a Gloss Called 
Sarasangraha {by Madhuslldana Sarasvati/. Edited by Bhau 
Sastri Vajhe. Kashi Sanskrit Series, no. 18. Varanasi: The 
Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office, 1924. 

TP Tattvapradipika of Citsukha. Edited by Kashinath ShastrI. 
Bombay: Nimayasagar Press, 1915. 

TPUS Ten Principal Upanishads with Safzkarabha~ya. Works of 
Saflkara in the Original Sanskrit, vol. 1. Delhi: Motilal Ba
narsidass, 1964. 

UpSa Upadeshsahasri [Upade.sasahasri) of Sri Samkaracharya: A 
Thousand Teachings. Edited and translated by Swami Ja
gadananda. Madras: Sri Ramakrishna Math, 1961. (All trans
lations cited are my own.) 

ViCIl Vivekact1qdmQT1i of [?) Sri Saflkaracdrya. Edited and trans
lated by SwamI Madhavananda. Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 
1982. (All translations cited are my own.) 

VPBh Vedantaparibha~a of Dharmaraja Adhvarin. Edited and 
translated by S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri. Adyar, Madras: 
The Adyar Library, 1942. 

VPS The VivarQT1aprameyasangraha of Bharatitirtha. Edited by 
S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri and Saileswar Sen. Andhra Uni
versity Series, no. 25. Waltair: Andhravisvakalapari~ad, 
1941. 

VS Vedantasdra of Sadananda. Edited and translated by Swami 
Nikhilananda. Calcutta: Advaita Ashrama, 1918. 
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Notes 

1. advaitam apy anubhavami kara-stha-bilva-tulyarp Sariram ahi-nirvlayaniva 
v~ I evarp ca jivanam iva pratibhasaminarp nil:lsreyasadhigamanarp ca mama 
prasiddham (SS 4.55). On the identification of the body with the skin of a snake, 
see the discussion of BU 4.4.7, below. 

2. I must point out that only Sankara taught that liberation could, with rare 
exceptions, be attained only by world-renouncing monks ~nycisins). For him 
and other conservative Advaitins, moreover, monkhood was open only to male 
Brahmins. The obvious result is that the orthodox Advaita tradition was accessible 
only to a narrow male elite. (See Lance Nelson, "Theism for the Masses, Non
Dualism for the Monastic Elite: A Fresh Look at Sankara's Trans-Theistic Spiritu
ality," in The Struggle Over the Past: Fundamentalism in the Modem World, ed. 
William Shea [Latham, MD: University Press of America, 19931.) I strive to use 
non-sexist language in this chapter as much as possible. However, it would be a 
misrepresentation in this context to use such gender inclusive pronominal con
structions as "he or she" when referring to the liberated sage, who must here be a 
Sll11J1l!Icisin . 

3. By "classical" or "orthodox" Advaita, I mean that represented in works of 
Sankara, his disciples SureSvara and Padmapada, and the elite, conservative, scho
lastic ~ngdsin tradition that follows them. This chapter focuses almost entirely 
on this tradition, from Sankara through Madhusiidana Sarasvati and his disciples. I 
therefore exclude from detailed consideration-in addition to the views of modem 
"neo-Vedintins"-such texts as the Yogavds4~1uz and the ~~tivakragitQ, which 
teach an advaita more idealistic than Sankara's, and popular Advaitic manuals that 
have been influenced by them. I also exclude the many so-called minor works of 
Sankara. Almost all of these are late, of doubtful authorship, and strongly influ
enced by the YogavQs4~1uz, yogic teachings, Tantrism, or combinations thereof. 
(See Note 6, below.) This means that I do not intend to deal here with the concept 
of jilJanmukti as it appears in the Yogavds4~1uz, or with works such as the Jwan
muktiuiveka; which are heavily dependent on the Yogavds4~1uz. It is worth noting, 
however, that the notion of jilJanmukti as a particularized ideal may well have 
originated outside of the orthodox Advaita tradition in the popular ascetic tradi
tions that produced these texts. See J. G. Arapura, "The Question as to the Jivan
Mukti 'Ideal,'" in Hermeneutical Essags on Vediintic Topics (Delhi: Motilal Banar
sidass, 1986), 124-134. 

4. S. Radhakrishnan, The PrincipallJpan4ads (London: George Allen & Un
win, 1953), 118. 

5. Mircea Eliade, }{)ga, Immortality and Freedom, 2d ed., Bollingen Series 
LVI (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969), 100. 

6. Following the majority of modem scholars, I define Sankara as the author 
of the major commentaries bearing his name (on the BS, the BhG, the major 
Upan4ads, and the Mt1K) and the one original work that can safely be attributed to 
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him, the lJpSd. I do not take into account the many other works (such as the 
popular ViCU) that are reverently-but we now think mistakenly-ascribed to San
kara. See Karl H. Potter, ed., Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies, Vol. III: Advaita 
~ta up to Sankara and His Pupils (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1981), 115-116,294-295,320; also Sengaku Mayeda, A Thousand'Ieachings: 1'hi! 
lJpadeSastihasri of SanJcara (Tokyo: University of Tokyo Press, 1979), 6. On Sail
kara's dates, see Potter, 14-15, 116; Mayeda, 3. 

7. paranugraha, 10ka-5aQlgraha (BhG8 3.25, 4.20). See also lJpSd (metrical 
portion) 2.1.6; BSS 3.4.50. For more on the ethical implications ofjivanmuJcti, see 
Andrew O. Fort, "Knowing Brahman While Embodied: Sankara on Jivanmukti," 
Journal of Indian Philosophy 19 (December 1991): 371-373, 380, and 387-388, n. 
44. 

8. idam tu paramarthikarp, kutastha-nityaI!l, vyomavat sarva-vyapi sarva
vikriya-rahitarp nitya-trPtarp niravaYaI!l svaYaI!l-jyotii)-svabhavam I yatra dhar
madharmau saba karyel)a kala-traYaI!l ca nopavartete I tad etad aSariratvaI!l mok
~yam I ... atas tad brahma yasyeyarn jijiiasa prastuta (BSS 1.1.4, p. 14). Com
pare BSS 2.1.14: "Liberation is unchangingly eternal (kutastha-nityatvan 
mok$asya)." 

9. brahma-bhavaS ca mo~ (BSS 1.1.4, p. 17). 

10. nityaS ca mo~ ... agny-u~l)a-vad atmanai) svabhavai) (BUS 4.4.6). 

11. BSS 1.1.4, pp. 14, 16; 3.4.52; BUS 4.4.6. 

12. na baddho na ca sadhakai) I na mumu~ur na vai mukta ity * paramar
thata WoK 2.32). 

13. tan-nivrttau praptam apy ananda-ritpam apraptam iva praptam bhavati; 
tyaktam api Soka-dul:tkhady atyaktam iva tyaktam bhavati (Bha on 1.1.4, p. 156). 

14. kevalad eva tattva-jiianan mo~-praptib (BhG8 2.20). 

15. srutayo brahma-vidyanantararn mo~ dariayantyo madhye karyanta
raql varayanti (BSS 1.1.4, p. 15). Compare: 

In everyday life a form is revealed as soon as the light reaches the ob
server's eye. Similarly, ignorance of the Self disappears the very moment 
knowledge arises." 

yatha loke d~tuS ~~ aIokena 5aQlyogo yat kalas tat kala eva 
ritpabhivyaktil:t I evam atma-v~yarn vijiianaql yat kalarn tat kala eva tad
v~yajnana-tirobhavai) syat (BUS 1.4.10). 

Precisely at the time right knowledge arises, its result-being the Self of 
all-is realized. 
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samyag-darSana-kalam eva tat-phalaqt sarvabnatvaqt darSayati (BSS 
3.3.32). 

16. yada yasmin kale bhOta-prthag-bhavaqt . . . ekasmin abnani sthitam 
ekastham anupaSyati . . . brahma Saqtpaciyate brahmaiva bhavati tada (BhGS 
13.30). Ananciagiri, Sankara's earliest commentator, glosses: 

Liberation is exactly simultaneous with the rise of knowledge. 

jflina-samana-kalaiva mukti~ cAnandagirivgdkhgd on BhGS 13.30). 

17. jflanaqt . . . abnany eva bhaved yasya sa necchann api mucyate (lJpSd 
[metrical portion) 2.4.5). 

18. na ca tasyam apy u~-nika~bnako 'tiSaya upapaciyate ni~taya vid
yatvabhavad u~taiva hi vidya bhavati I tasmat tasyam ciracirotpatti-riipo 'tiSaYo 
bhavan bhavet Ina tu muktau kaScid atiSaya-Saqtbhavo 'sti (BSS 3.4.52). 

19. I will show below that Sankara and his followers retreat from this bold 
gnosis-orientation. Andrew Fort will describe in some detail in Chapter Five how 
Viciyarat:\Ya diverges from it. 

20. sarpskaral:l . . • na tavad gUl)adhanena Saqtbhavati, anadheyatiSaya
brahma-svariipatvan mo~a I napi do~panayanena, nitya-suddha-brahma-sva
riipatvan mo~a (BSS 1.1.4, p. 17). 

21. vidya svayam evotpaciyate tayavcaviciya badhyate I tataS caviciyadhyastai:t 
saloko 'yaqt nama-riipa-prapaiical:l svapna-prapaiica-vat pravilIyate (BSS 3.2.21). 

22. BSS 2.1.14. Compare the following: 

When the [five) elements, manifested with the form of effects, causes, and 
objects, being the cause of the Selfs becoming an individual self, are 
dissolved by the knowledge of Brahman that arises from the instructions 
imparted by the teacher and the scriptures, they disappear. Immediately 
upon their disappearance, this individual selthood also dissolves, like the 
foam and bubbles created by waves. For example, when their causes such 
as water or red-colored lac are removed, the reflections of the sun and 
moon [in the water, and the red color reflected in) crystal, etc., disap
pear. Only the [sun,) moon, etc., themselves remain, as they are in real
ity. In the same way, [when the world disappears with the rise of knowl
edge,) pure Intelligence-infinite, unbounded, pellucid-[alone) 
remains. 

tani yada karya-karar)a-v~yakara-paril)atani bhotani abnano vi~bna
khilya-hetu-bhOtani sastricaryopadeSena brahma-viciyaya nadi-samudra
vat pravilapitani vinaSyanti I sali1a-phema-budbudadi-vat t~u vinaSyatsv 
anv ev~ vi~tma-khilya-bhavo vinaSyati I yathodakalaktakadi-hetv-
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apanaye sl1rya-candra-sphapkadi-pratibimbo vinaSyati candradi svarOpam 
eva paramarthato vyavathi$thate / tadvat prajfianam anantam apararp 
svacchaJ1l vyavati$thate (BuS 2.4.12). 

23. brahma-bhutaJ1l jivanmuktam (JJhGS 6.27). 

24. Arapura 1986: 125-131. See Note 3. 

25. ihaiva santo 'tha vidmas tad vayam. 
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26. See also BU 4.4.7; MuU 2.1.10. On Vamadeva, see BSS 3.4.51, sS 3.349-
350, PD 9.35. 

27. karmar:tY abhipravrto 'pi ni$kriyabna-darSana-sampannatvan naiva kiJ'!lcit 
karoti sal) (JJhGS 4.20). 

28. yaQ . . . prag eva karmarambhad brahmaQi sarvantare pratyag-abnani 
ni$kriye 5aJ'!Ijatama-darSanaQ sal) . . . Sarira-yatra-matra-c~to yatir jfiana-ni$tho 
mucyate ... jfianagni-dagdha-sarva-karmatvad apratibandhena mucyate eva (JJhGS 
4.21). 

29. brahma-vidam api k~cid itihasa-puraQayor dehantarotpatti-darSanat 
(BSS 3.3.32). 

30. na hi 'tat tvarn asi' ity asya vikyasyarthas tat tvarn mrto bhavi~asity evaJ'!l 
parir:tetuJ'!l SakyaQ (BSS 3.3.32). 

31. brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati. 

32. brahmaQi nirvrtiJ'!l mok$am iha jivann eva brahma-bhutaQ san adhigac
chati prapnoti (JJhGS 5.24). See also Sankara's remarks on Ka~ha 2.2.1. 

33. mok$iikhyarn aSariratvaJ'!l nityaJ'!l iti siddharn (BSS 1.1.1, p. 14). 

34. Maitri Upan4ad 4.6, for example, speaks of "the supreme, the immortal, 
the bodiless (a.sarira) Brahman" (brahmaQaQ ... parasyamrtasya5arirasya). I will 
refer to Ka~ha 1.2.22 and BhG 13.31 in the text of this chapter below. 

35. tasman mithya-pratyaya-nimittavat saSariratvasya siddhaJ'!l jivato 'pi vid
~o 'Sariratvarn (BSS 1.1.4, p. 22). 

36. atrasminn eva Sarire vartamano brahma samilSnute brahma-bhavarn mok
~ pratipadyat ity arthilQ / ato mo~ na deSantara-gamanady apelqat~ (JJUS 
4.4.7). 

37. tad yathahi-nirlvayani valmike mrta pratyasta Sayita, evarn evedaJ'!l Sar
iraJ'!l sete, athayarn aSariro 'mrtaQ. 

38. BUS 4.4.7. Compare ViCzi 547-550. 

39. tatha vivekaviveka-matre1')aivabnano 'SariratvaJ1l saSariratvaJ'!l ca, mantra
vafl')at "aSariraJ'!l Sarir~u" [Ka~ha 1.2.221 iti, "Sarira-stho 'pi kaunteya na karoti na 
lipyate" [BhG 13.311 iti (BSS 1.3.19). 
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40. yadi vastavaJ'!'l saSariratvam bhavet, na jivatas tan nivarteta; mithya-jnana
nimittaJ'!'l tu tat; tac cotpanna-tattva-jnanena jivatapi SakyaJ'!'l nivartayitum / yat 
punar aSariratvaJ'!'l tad asya svabhiva iti na SakyaJ'!'l nivartayitum, svabhiva-hanena 
bhava-viniSa-prasangad ity iha-nityam aSariratvam iti (BM on 1.1.4, p. 233). 

41. A number of influential works, including the VivarOTJllPTameYasarTJgraha 
(VPS), the Paiu:odaJi (PD), and the J"wanmuJctiuiveka, are traditionally attributed 
to a writer named VidyiraQya. But the identity of this VidyiraQya-and indeed 
whether or not he was a single individual-has been a matter of scholarly dispute. 
Of the various discussions of this issue, Mahadevan's remains the most satisfactory. 
While I believe that more research is necessary before a final verdict can be ren
dered, I am willing for purposes of this discussion to accept Mahadevan's conclu
sion that the VPS and the PD were written by the same author. This important 
post-Sankara Advaitin was known sometimes as Bhiratitirtha, sometimes by the 
additional appellation VidyiraQya ("Forest of Wisdom"), and sometimes by both 
names together. Midhava-VidyiraQya, the author of the J"wanmuJctiuiveka and 
other works, appears to be a different individual. In order to avoid confusion, I will 
speak of the author of the VPS and the PD as Bhiratitirtha. See T. M. P. Ma
hadevan, 1'hI! Philosophy of Advaita (Madras: Ganesh & Co., 1969), 1-8, and the 
same author's The Paiu:odaJi of Bluiratitirtha-VidydrOJyJa: An Interpretive Exposi
tion, Madras University Philosophical Series, no. 13 (Madras: University of Madras, 
1969), xiv-xv. 

42. niroga upav~to va rugJ}o va viluthan bhuvi / mOrchito va tyajatv ~ 
prir)in bhrantir na sarvathi (PD 2.106). Compare ViQi 556. 

43. It is not listed in T. M. P. Mahadevan, ed., Word Index to the Brahma
siitra-bIuisJlll of Sankara, 2 pts. (Madras: University of Madras, 1973). Nor is it to 
be found in Francis X. D'Sa, ed., Word-Index to Sankara's Gltab~ (Pune: Insti
tute for the Study of Religion, 1985). My sense is that the term videhamuJcti be
comes prominent in Advaita only under the influence of the YogQlJds4{ha. 

44. See S. S. Suryanarayana Sastri's comments in VPBh, p. 217, and his arti
cle "Jivanmukti," in Collected Papers of Professor S. S. Suryanarayano Sostri, ed. 
T. M. P. Mahadevan (Madras: University of Madras, 1961),246; see also Debabrata 
Sinha, "On Immortality and Death-Notes in a Vedantic Perspective" in Perspec
tives on W!dQnta: Essays in Honor of Professor P. 1. Raju, ed. S. S. Rama Rao 
Pappu (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1988), 176. 

Similar reservations must be expressed, for similar reasons, regarding the 
post-Sankara Advaitins' distinction between living liberation and immediate libera
tion (sadyomuJch'). For Sankara sadyomuJcti does not mean, as it often does in later 
Advaita, instant and literal disembodiment. He uses it in contrast with the term 
lcramamuJcti, which describes the gradual "liberation by stages" attained by wor
shipers of the conditioned (sa{/UTJQ) Brahman. See BhGS 5.23-28, 8.23-27; BSS 
LUI, 1.3.13, 4.3-4. 
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45. na tasya mo~o 'nyal) kartavyo 'sti (BhcS 5.28). 

46. na hi vidu~ mrtasya bhavantarapatir jivato 'nyo bhavo dehantara-prat
isarpdhanabhava-matreQaiva (BuS 4.4.6). Compare the teaching of the modem 
sage, Ramana Maharshi: "There are no stages in Realization or Mulcti. There are no 
degrees of Liberation. So there cannot be one stage of Liberation with the body and 
another when the body has been shed. The Realized Man knows ... that nothing, 
neither his body nor anything else, exists but for the Self. To such a one what 
difference could the presence or absence of a body make?" (Arthur Osborne, ed., 
The Teachings of Bhagavan Sri Ramona Maharshi in His Dum Words [New York: 
Samuel Weiser, 1978), 193). 

47. Vedtintasiddhantamulctavali 26 (Vedtintasiddhantamulcttivali of PrakaJii
nmuia, edited and translated by Arthur Venis, Gokuldas Sanskrit Series, no. 4 [Va
ranasi: Chaukhambha Orientalia, 1975), 137-143). 

48. na nareQivareQa prokta ~ suvijiieyal) ... ananya-prokte gatir atra nasti. 

49. ye samyag-darsinas tair upadi~tarP jiianarn karya-~maJTl bhavati netarat 
(BhcS 4.34). See also lJp&i (metrical portion) 2.1.3, 6; 2.2.45. 

50. dr~ta-tattvasya cet tadaiva Sariram patet, tada acaryabhavad vidyaIabhan 
mo~bhaval) (IS 1.9). 

51. BSS 4.1.15. See BhG 2.54-71. 

52. api ca naivatra vivaditavyarp brahma-vida karpcit-kalarp SarlraJTI dhrlyate 
na va dhriyate iti I katharp hy ekasya sva-hrdaya-pratyayarp brahma-vedanarp deha
dhal"ClQarp capareQa prati~eptu'1l Sakyeta (BSS 4.1.15). 

53. M. Hiriyanna, Outlines of Indian Philosophy (Bombay: George Allen & 
Unwin, 1973), p. 381, n. 2. 

54. ~iyante casya karm&Qi (MuU 2.2.8); jiianagnib sarva-karm&Qi bhasmasat 
kurute (BhG 4.37). 

55. anarabdha-karye eva tu purve (BS 4.1.15). 

56. See BSS 4.1.15 and ChUS 6.14.2. The later Advaita tradition teaches the 
formula of three kinds of karma: (1) smr:zcita, "accumulated" karma that has not 
yet begun to bear fruit, (2) priirabdha, "commenced" karma, or that portion of the 
smr:zcita that has been activated and has begun to produce effects, leading to one's 
present birth and playing itself out in the experiences of this life, and (3) dgdmin, 
"coming" karma being earned in this life to yield, unless cut short by knowledge, 
results in the future. The latter is also called SQ11JCiyamtina (being accumulated) 
and /criyamtina (being performed). It, like SQ11Jcita, is destroyed by Brahman
knowledge, after which the knower accumulates no more karma, even though he 
acts under the influence of priirabdha. 
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57. na tavad anasrityarabdha-karyilf!l karmasaYilf!l jfianotpattir upapadyate 
(BSS 4.1.15). 

58. BSS 3.3.32, ChUS 6.14.2, BUS 1.4.10, BhGS 13.23. 

59. BSS 4.1.15. Compare &m:zkhga Karika 67. 

60. badhitam api tu mithyajfianilf!l ... sarpskara-vaSit katpcit-kilam anuvar
tata eva (BSS 4.1.15). 

61. BUS 3.5.1; MtiUKS on MtiU 7. 

62. It has more than once been pointed out that the flying arrow and the 
spinning potter's wheel are unstoppable because they are (on the level of discourse 
intended in the example) real entities with real momentum. But prtirabdha karma 
and the body it supports are (according to Advaita) unreal fabrications, products of 
ignorance. In making such comparisons, Sankara is giving prtirabdha a reality 
that, according to his own ontology, it does not deserve. See Fort 1991: 377-378. 
(See Note 7). 

63. yadyapy evarilSarirarabdhakasya karmaQo niyata-phaiaMt samyag-jfiina
praptav api avaSyam bhivini pravrttir van-manal)-kiyanam Ilabdha-vrttel) karmaQo 
baliyastvat I mukt~di-pravrtti-vat I tena ~e praplilf!l jfiina-pravrtti-daur
balyam I tasmat tyaga-vairiigyadi-sadhana-balavalambena itma-vijfiina- smrti-san
tatir niyantavya bhavati (BUS 1.4.7). 

64. BS 3.3.32; 4.1.15; 4.1.19. I am grateful to Professor Fort for alerting me 
to the significance of the language in these passages. 

65. tasya tavad eva cirilf!l yavan na vimo~e 'tha sampatsya iti. 

66. sad-itma-svanipa-sampatter iti vakya-s~ . . . yena karmaQi Sariram 
irabdhilf!l tasyopabhogena ~yad deha-pato yavad ity arthal) I atha tadaiva sat 
sampatsye sampatsyata (ChUS 6.14.2). 

67. siddho mo~o 'ham (lJpSd [metrical portion) 2.18.209). See also vs. 
2.18.206, 211, 214. 

68. kil'!ltu vidvan sa ihaiva brahma yadyapi dehavan iva l~ate sa brahmaiva 
san brahmapyeti I yasman na hi tasyibrahmatva-pariccheda-hetaval) kimaJ:! santi 
tasmid ihaiva brahmaiva san brahmapyeti na Sarira-patottara-kilam (BUS 4.4.6). 

69. The Upani~ds and the BS do not always express the radical non-dualism 
that Sankara espouses. The texts provide ample instances of an earlier, pre-Advaitic 
outlook that is more realistic than he as a non-dualist would wish to embrace. 
Most to the point, we often find in these primary sources-especially in the ChU
an inclination toward the commonsense idea of liberation as a post-mortem, heav
enly state to which the soul, leaving the body behind, has to travel (see ChU 8.1.6; 
8.2.1-10; 8.4.1-3; 8.12.3, and so forth). BidaraYaQa, the author of the BS, seems 
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to have been fond of the ChU, and it is likely that he thought of liberation as a 
heavenly state (see BS 4.4). 

70. One of the great difficulties in interpreting Sankara is that we almost 
always, except in the UpSd, see him as a commentator constrained by the texts 
rather than as the author of independent treatises. The degree to which he is so 
constrained is not always easy to determine. 

71. Potter 1981: 35. (See Note 6.) 

72. ViCu 453-463, Aparo~ubhuti 90-97 (Swami Vimuktananda, ed. and 
trans., Aparo~anubhUti or Self-Realization of Sri Sankarticdrya [Calcutta: Advaita 
Ashrama, 1977)); see also VS 219. These texts are late, and with the exception of 
the VS, their authorship is highly dubious. While their probing of the prdrabdha 
doctrine ought not for these reasons to be dismissed out of hand, they do belong to 
a more popular strand of the Advaita tradition than we are considering here. See 
Potter 1981: 320, 335, 560, reference in Note 6. 

73. The Na4karmyasiddhi of Surdvara (Madras: University of Madras, 1988), 
384. Satchidanandendra Sarasvati expresses a similar view (The Method of the Ved
anta, trans. A. J. Alston [London: Kegan Paul, 1989),819). Compare Ramana Ma
harshi: "For those who ask it is said that a Realized Man with a body is a jivan
mukta and that he attains uidehamukti when he sheds the body, but this difference 
exists only for the onlooker, not for him. His state is the same before shedding the 
body and after" (Osborne 1978: 192). (See Note 46). 

74. Eliot Deutsch, Aduaita \oedtinta: A Philosophical Reconstruction (Hon-
olulu: East-West Center Press, 1969), pp. 69, 73. 

75. mo~ ekaJ1l varjayitva anyasyavidya-vi~yatvat (BUS 4.5.15). 

76. See MtiUKS 4.73. 

77. avidyadhyaropitasya se~upapattet) (BhGS 18.48). 

78. Arapura 1986: 130. (See Note 3.) 

79. vimuktaS ca vimucyate. 

80. He says: "This state is celebrated as 'living liberation'" (sa ceyam avastha 
jivanmuktir iti giyate, BSdh 3, p. 132). It seems from the tone of this remark that 
others were using the term prior to MaI.J4ana. Who exactly this might have been is 
an interesting question. 

81. BSdh 3, pp. 131-133. 

82. prarabdha-bhoga-s~hasa-matra-sampadana-patiyo 'jflana-~ (IS 1.9). 

83. vidya-prarabdha-bhogayor avirodhitvam / ata a prarabdha-bhoga-~yat 
vidvac chariram api ti~thaty eva / tatra yatha vidya bhogaql na badhate, tatha bhogo 
'pi na viciyaJTl badhate (IS 1.9). 
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84. pratitei.l / ... tasmin arthe svanubhutii.l praqtaI)am (sS 4.43). This is a 
reference to Sankara's commentary on BS 4.1.15, discussed above, which by Sarva
jiiabnan's time had become the authoritative basis for the SQTT,lSIciira theory. 

85. TP 4, pp. 385, 388. 

86. SLS 4. 

87. PD 6.54-56; Madhusudana Sarasvati uses this argument at AS 4. 

88. AS 4, pp. 890-892; sSss 4.4~6. Compare: sS 1.20; PD 4.12, 6.26, 6.33; 
SLS 4; VPBh 9.54. 

89. BSdh 3, p. 130. 

90. na •.. adagdharp ... ajiianam asti WS 4.58). 

91. The complete text: 

[It might be ojected:) How, pray, can you assert that the intuition of 
Brahman and the experience of duality exist simultaneously? But we do 
not say [that they exist) simultaneously I Sometimes, there is the experi
ence of the oneness of the unconditioned Self. At others, there is the 
experience of duality, caused by the defect created by the commenced 
kamuz. 

nanu brahmabnanubhava-dvaita-darSanayoQ kutai.l sahityam ucyate? / na 
vayarp sahityarp briirnaJ:t / kadacid asamprajfiatabnaikatva-darSanarp ka
dacid arabdha-karmopasthipita-do~-nimitta-dvaita-darSanarp ceti (PPV, 
p.786). 

But compare Sankara: 

There is no possibility that, after being uprooted by the realization of 
unity, the perception of duality (dvaita-uifriiina) could arise again. 

na hy ekatva-vijiianenonmathitasya dvaita-vijfiinasya puna}:t sarpbhavo 
'sti (8SS 1.1.4, p. 11). 

92. maya-IeSo jivanmuktasyanivrttai.l samadhy-avastayiql tirohito 'nyada de
habhasa-jagad-abhasa-hetutayanuvartate / prarabdha-karma-phalopabhogivasane 
tu nivartate (TP 4, p. 386). 

93. na caivarp jivanmuktasyatmaikyanubhava-dvaita-darSanayoQ viruddhayoQ 
sahityarp prasajyeta iti mantavyam / na hi vayarp tayor yaugapadyarp briirnaJ:t, kiqt 
tu paryayeQodbhavabhibhavau (VPS 9.32). 
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94. bhi~tanadi-pravr1tis tu arabdha-karma-do~-mula (VPS 9.32). 

95. tattva-darSinas tu arabdha-karma-nimitta-do$odbhavasya deSa-kala-ni
yamabhavena prarabdhanu$~ana-samapti-paryantam avasthanayogat (VPS 9.32). 

96. brahma-vid-vari$~a (Giiqhiirthaatpilca on BhGS 3.18). This scheme is 
also given in Jivanmuktiviveka 4 (S. Subrahmanya Sastri and T. R. Srinivasa 
Ayyangar, eds., .Ilvanmuktiviveka of VidyartlT!ya [Adyar, Madras: The Adyar Library 
and Research Center, 1978], 135-137). 

97. AS 4, p. 885. 

98. Gauqabrahrruirwdi (Laghucandrika) on AS 1, p. 3. 

99. I find a hint of the two-level approach at PD 7.258-259. But this passage 
seems incompatible with the views (see above) of VPS 9.31-32 and other passages 
in the PD itself (for example, 6.263 and 7.245-246). 

100. See Sdrr.zkhya Karika 66-68. 

101. 5vetdSvatara lJpan4ad 4.10; BS5 2.1.33; SSss 2.181. 

102. na hy anyatvarp jivasyeSvarad upapadyate ... ananya eveSvaraj jivat,l sarp
deha-yogat tirohita-jflanaiSvaryo bhavati (BSS 3.2.6). 

103. mithya-jflana-krta eva jiva-parameSvarayor bhedo na vastu-krtat,l (BS5 
1.3.19). 

104. dehadi-sarpghatopadhi-sarpbandhaviveka-kr1eSvara-sarpsari-bheda-mith
ya-buddhib (BSS 1.1.5). Compare: 

[Scripture] aims to establish, by removing its transmigratory condition, 
that the transmigrating soul has ISvara as its Self. 

sarpsarinat,l sarpsaritvapoheneSvaratmatvarp pratipipadayi$itam (BSS 
4.1.3). 

The real nature of the embodied being is none other than the Supreme 
Lord; its embodiment is created by limiting adjuncts. 

parameSvaram eva hi sarirasya paramarthikaIp svarCtpam / upadhi-Iqtarp 
tu sariratvam (BSS 3.4.8). 

105. iSvaro 'smi; aham iSvarat,l (lJpSd [metrical portion) 2.3.1, 2.10.8). San
kara allows the latter expression also at BS5 4.1.3. 

106. For this reason, Appayya held that the ultimate salvation of anyone soul 
could not be attained until all jivas were liberated (which would mean that all 
pratibimbas would be destroyed) and the universe finally dissolved along with its 
Lord. Hence this teaching is referred to as the doctrine of sarva-mukti ("universal 
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salvation"). See SLS 4, pp. 111-115. The difficulty with this doctrine is that, since 
the universe is eternal andjivas are infinite in number, such a universal liberation 
can never occur. 

107. Perhaps because Appayya's SaNa-influenced model of ISvaratva disallows 
the idea of a post-mortem kaivalga, which-I arn arguing-is the real goal of 
classical Advaita. 

108. See BU 3.7; BhG 3.27-28, 5.8-9. 

109. See BU 4.4.7, BhG 5.10 and 18.61, and Sankara's comments. 

110. parameSvilra-prerita-pril)a-vayu-vaSit (GiiqhiirthaaqJikii on BhGS 3.18). 

111. Eliade 1969: 155. (See Note 5.) 

112. na me parthasti kartavyarp tri~u lok~u kiqlcana I nanaviptam avap
tavyarp varta eva ca karmilJ)i (!JhG 3.22). 

113. yadi punar aharn iva tvarp krtartha-buddhir abna-vid anyo va tasyipy 
abnanat:t kartavyabhave 'pi paranugraha eva kartavyal) . . . evarp lokasarpgraharp 
cikir~r rnarnabnavido na kartavyarn asti anyasya va lokasarpgraharp muktva tatas 
tasyabnavida idam upadijyate (!JhcS 3.24, 26). 

114. yatha bhagavato vasudevasya ~tra-karma-<:e$ptaqt ... tadvat phalabhi
sandhy-aharpkiribhavasya tulyatvad vidu¢! (!JhcS 2.11). 

115. sa ca bhagavan jflanaiSvarya-~ti-baIa-virya-tejobhil:l sada 5aqlpannas 
trigulJibnikaqt vai~Qaviql SVMp mayMp mOla-prakrtiql vaSiJq1yajo 'vyayo 
bhlltanam iSvaro nitya-suddha-buddha-mukta-svabhavo 'pi san sva-mayaya dehavan 
iva jata iva lokanugraharp kurvan I~ate (!JhcS 1.1). 

116. vidvan sa ihaiva brahma yadyapi dehavan iva I~ate (!JUS 4.4.6). No 
doubt the Advaitin must hold that all cases of embodiment are, strictly speaking, 
only apparent. But the liberated sage is distinctive in that, like Isvara, he is aware 
of the "as if' nature of his embodiment. 

117. See BS$ 4.4.17, though on Sankara's interpretation this text applies to 
those who have attained brahmaloka through worship of the saglJ11ll Brahman. 

118. evarn avidya-kfla-nama-rOpopadhy-anurodhiSvaro bhavati, vyomeva 
ghata-karakady-upadhy-anurodhi I ... tad evarn avidyabnakopadhi-paricchedapek
~ eveSvarasyeSvaratvarp sarvajiiatvarp sarv~itvarp ca (BS.S 2.1.14). At BS$ 
4.4.19, Sankara tells us that there are two forms of the Lord, the saglJ11ll and the 
nir!JUT!l1. He characterizes the latter as "an eternally liberated form of the Supreme 
Lord (nitga-muktan:z pQrameJvaran:z ~)." Does this mean that the so!JUT!l1 
form is not eternally liberated? The later tradition, at any rate, tends to reduce 
Isvara to the conditioned, so!JUT!l1 aspect only. See the following note. 
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119. In the interest of preserving the absolute transcendence of Brahman, 
many later Advaitins tend to consign ISvara to the realm of phenomenality. Thus 
they define ISvara as Brahman reflected in. or even constructed by. maya. For 
example. read PD 6.212: "iSvara andjiva are created by maya (iSvara-jivakau may
aya kalpitau)." See also sS 3.277; PD 1.16; 3.37; 6.155; 8.61-64. 68; SLS 1. pp. 13-
17; VS 37-38. 

120. The full text reads: 

Although there is no question of He [Himself) being in ignorance 
(ajiiatva). there is. even in ISvara. the ignorance that is the cause of the 
world. In the mulcta. this does not exist. This is the difference. 

asty eveSvare 'pi jagan-nidanam ajflanarp tathapi na tasyajflatvam ity uk
tam I mukte tu tad api nastiti vi~ (SSss 2.181). 

Sarvajflatman suggests further that. when the Lord assumes embodiment as an 
avattira. the Lord may possess ego-sense (a~tira) and may even voluntarily 
subject himself to ignorance for a limited period of time, as in the case of Lord 
Rama, who experienced anxiety and grief after the abduction of Sita, his queen (sS 
2.179,2.182). 

121. Prof. Veezhinathan sees in certain verses of the sS an interesting appli
cation of the doctrine of the two powers of avidya. the projective (v~) and the 
concealing (tivarQ71O). ISvara. we are told, though he experiences the world appear
ance as created by the v~-sakti, is not subject to the influence of tivarQ71O. 
This explains why he never loses awareness of his identity with Brahman, why he is 
never taken in by his own phenomenal magic (sS. p. 110). This application of the 
theory of the two powers of avidyd to ISvara is. in fact. to be found in the text only 
implicitly (see sS 2.165. 168. 175. 183-186). I have not been able to find it stated 
explicitly anywhere in the classical literature. Nevertheless, it is noteworthy be
cause it is the very device that. we have seen. Madhusudana and others use to 
explain the limited mode of being of the jivanmulcta. The same model, then, is 
used to explain the experience of both ISvara and thejivanmulcta. 

122. See Note 3 above. 

123. See Note 2 above. Consider also. in this light. the import of ViCU 2: 

For all beings, birth as a human is difficult to obtain. Next [in order of 
difficulty) is birth as a male; following that. as a Brahmin. Even more 
[rare) is devotion to the path of the Vedas. Following this, come knowl
edge [of the scriptures), discrimination between Self and not-Self, direct 
realization. and abiding in the Self which is Brahman. Liberation is not 
to be obtained except through the merits earned by millions of lives of 
good deeds. 
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jantunarp nara-janma durlabham ataQ purpstvat']1 tato viprata tasmad 
vaidika-dharma-marga-parata vidvattvam asmat param / atmanatma
vivecanat']1 svanubhavo brahmatmana sarpsthitir muktir no Sata-janma
koti-sulq1ail) pUQYair vina labhyate. 

124. PD 7.143. Compare the attitude of Nisargadatta Maharaj, a highly re
garded modem exponent of Advaitic realization: "For ajnani, what benefit of any 
kind can he expect by existing in the world even one more minute? So the only 
thing that would be nice is for the (vital) breath to leave quietly and not make a 
fuss" (Robert PoweII, ed., The Ultimate Medicine: As Prescribed by Sri 
Nisargatiatta Maharaj [San Diego, CA: Blue Dove Press, 1994), 128). 

125. The experience of the world as Absolute is an important theme in later 
Tantric Advaita and especially in Kashmir Saivism and Mahayana Buddhism. The 
idea that Sailkara's Advaita envisions "non-dual perception" of the world as identi
cal with the Absolute has been suggested (for example, by David Loy, Nondualitg: A 
Study in Comparative Philosophy [New Haven: YaIe University Press, 1988), chap. 
2). I find it difficult to support. See my "Reverence for Nature or the Irrelevance of 
Nature? Advaita Vedanta and Ecological Concern," Journal of Dharma 16 (July
Sept. 1991): 282-301. 

126. BSS 4.1.15. But compare: 

The knower, once ignorance is dispeIIed by knowledge, is able to give up 
action entirely, for there can be no question of any remnant of what was 
superimposed by ignorance. For, when the disease causing double vision 
is cured, no remnant of the two-moons superimposed by the diseased eye 
can remain. 

vidvarps tu punar vidyaya 'vidyayarp nivrttayarp Saknoty ev~taJ:t karma 
parityaktum avidyadhyaropitasya ~upapattel) / na hi taimirika-dr~t
yadhyaropitasya dvi-candrades timirapagame 'pi se~o 'vati~thate (BhG8 
18.48). 

127. yatha guc,tasya madhurya-viniScaye 'pi pittopahatendriy&Qarp tikta
tavabhasanuvrttil), asvadya thutkrtYa tyigat (Boo on 1.1.1, p. 80). 

128. paSyami dagdha-raSanam iva ca prapaficam . . . Sariram ahi-nirvlayaniva 
vi~e (sS 4.54-55). Compare BU 4.4.7. 

129. The idea of ISvara's omniscience (sarvajiia/va) is stated (for example, at 
MuU 1.9), but it is hardly developed. 

130. See Loy 1988, chap. 1, reference above in Note 123. 




